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INT. PENTAGON - DAY

Fade in.

A MAN in a crisp black suit walks through the front doors of

the Pentagon carrying a laptop bag. He swipes his plastic

D.O.D. (Department of Defense) key card through the glass

gates and walks through. He gets into the elevators, inserts

his key card and presses the button to the bottom floor.

A woman looking for an elevator approaches, but once she

sees the man she turns back, giving him the whole elevator.

He’s a somebody.

The elevator doors open on the lower floor. There are two

guards at the end of the hall. They nod to him and admit him

into another elevator. He presses his thumbprint into the

elevator controls and descends lower.

Exiting the elevator, the man turns down the hallway and

enters a password near the handle of a massive door. The

light above the door turns green and the man walks through

into a large room. People walk from computer to computer.

Passing papers and doing Intelligence things.

As the man steps into the room the lights flicker, and all

the air appears to suck out of the room. It’s as if an

invisible hand squeezed the whole building. People stop and

look around.

Suddenly the tension pops and a car bursts into the room at

full speed. A giant boom echoes through the halls. Two more

cars burst through at full speed. Like bullets ripping

through water, they slow as they hit the room.

The magnetic gray cars have sleek futuristic lines, almost

liquid. The sheet metal looks angry.

Time resumes and the cars tear through the open room.

Inside the cars, a crew of menacing looking foreigners lean

forward with anticipation. They wear black hats and vests,

with gun straps slung over their shoulders. These guys are

here for a purpose. They talk amongst themselves.

SFX: KOREAN SHOUTING

Desks fly against the walls, and people jump out of the way

as the cars barrel through the room, bank through an open

doorway and shoot into a hallway. The cars slide down the

hall and turn another corner.

CUT TO
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Men in black suits pull assault rifles and grenades from

lockers. Gearing up, they run out of the room.

CUT TO

A few men pull pistols from behind their jackets and fire

off rounds at the cars. The shots that find their mark

ricochet off like BB’s.

The cars fly through an atrium. Glass shatters and people

scatter. The cars skid around another corridor and burst

through a large doorway into a secured room.

The cars pull to a stop and the invaders rush out, resting

their guns on the car doors. They set up a perimeter and

shoot at the people in the room. Everyone clears out.

One of the invaders, JI-HU, approaches a computer hooked to

a series of large servers at the end of the room. He pulls

out a small device from a bag at his side and begins to plug

it into the ports of the computer.

CUT TO

The D.O.D. cavalry runs down the hallways loaded out with

assault rifles, bullet proof vests, the whole nine yards.

CUT TO

Ji-Hu adjusts the last connection and begins to program a

virus on the computer, typing furiously into command promt

screen. A series of numbers and letters spin along the

screen to the hum of the attached hard drive. Numbers and

letters click in as Ji-Hu continues to download a virus and

install it to this previously secure computer.

In the background we see the guys adjust, preparing for

battle. Ji-Hu begins to unplug the small hard drive

attached. He returns it to his bag and casually walks back

into the car. All four doors shut rhythmically as they get

in.

The Defense squad bursts around the doorway into the room,

drawing up their rifles. As the room comes in view the cars

accelerate towards them and disappear. The cars evaporate,

leaving the air in the room with a visible belch. The squad

looks around confused.

Credits.
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EXT. RURAL MICHIGAN - DAY

Open on a road in the middle of Michigan. Blue skies, rows

of apple trees, the hum of a tractor off in the distance.

It’s peaceful Americana.

From off-screen a 1969 Boss 429 Ford Mustang comes blaring

down the road. The throaty engine rustles leaves as it flies

along the old road.

Cut inside to see JAKE press the accelerator. The dial on

the speedometer passes 100mph. The Mustang hurtles along the

empty countryside.

Jake is mid twenties and ruggedly good looking. He

accelerates past 120... 130... 140... finally he downshifts,

and slows, pressing smoothly on the brakes. Windows down,

the wind flows through his hair and ruffles his shirt.

He slows as he approaches a small town nestled at an

intersection in the road. Population 500.

Jake pulls into the parking lot of a small diner sporting

signs for the World’s Best Apple Pie. There’s only spaces

for about 6 cars in the tiny parking lot.

Gravel crunches under Jake’s boot as he gets out of the

Mustang. He pushes through the wooden door into the

restaurant.

The restaurant is practically empty, with one other couple

in the opposite corner. Jake sits in a booth, his back

towards the bar.

A woman in her fifties, wearing an apron approaches. As the

only one in the room, it’s clear she’s the owner and chef

too. She looks tired. As she comes around the booth and sees

Jake’s face she perks up.

WAITRESS

Well now. This just made my Sunday.

She breaks the personal bubble and touches Jake’s hair. I’ll

be right back. After a bit, the waitress comes back with a

plate of food and sits down across the table.

WAITRESS

When did you get back?

JAKE

Just now.

He takes a few bites of food. She stares at him, not wanting

to look away, afraid when she looks back he’ll be gone.

(Continued)
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WAITRESS

You know, I didn’t mean what I

said.

She pauses.

WAITRESS

I’ve had plenty of time to think

about that...

Jake reaches across the table and grabs her hand.

JAKE

It’s okay.

Another man walks into the diner. Reluctantly, she gets up

to attend to the customer. As she stands up, she motions at

the food.

WAITRESS

This one’s on me.

She touches his hair again, then walks off.

Jake takes another couple bites of food then gets up. He

stands over the table for a moment, then walks out.

The waitress walks out of the kitchen and over to the empty

booth. There is a hundred dollar bill on the counter. She

stares at it. A note is scribbled on it that reads: Love

You.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

Outside, Jake starts up his Mustang and pulls out of the

diner. He drives out of the tiny downtown and slows at an

intersection a mile or so down the road. Jake rolls the

stop.

A siren pierces the silence. Police headlights blare in his

rear view mirror.

JAKE

(under his breath)

Shit.

The police car pulls in behind Jake, and they both drive

onto the shoulder. It’s a state trooper. He exits the car,

and his mustache sends a message that he doesn’t play games.

This trooper takes his job seriously. He sidles up to the

car.

(Continued)
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TROOPER

You know why I pulled you over?

The trooper doesn’t give time for a response.

TROOPER

It’s a stop sign, not a roll past

me at 5mph sign.

JAKE

Sorry about that.

TROOPER

License and registration.

Jake winces.

JAKE

Think maybe this one could be a

warning? It’s just a stop sign...

The Trooper sets his hand on top of his gun.

TROOPER

That wasn’t a question, that was a

command. Save the negotiation for

the court room.

Jake swears to himself and digs out his papers. The trooper

pulls the papers from his hand as Jake reluctantly hands

them over. The Trooper saunters back to his car.

Jake watches from his rear view as the trooper enters in his

information. All the sudden the trooper’s face drops. He

picks up his radio.

Time passes. The sun lowers. The trooper doesn’t get out of

his car. He just waits.

After awhile several other state trooper show up. The

Troopers rush out of their vehicles and rest their pistols

on their cars. One of the reinforcements is shaking. This is

the first time he’s had to draw his gun. With backup, the

head trooper now has his confidence back and yells out.

TROOPER

Get out of the car and put your

hands on the roof.

Jake does as he’s told and the lead officer approaches

cautiously. He kicks Jake’s feet wider and leans his elbow

into the back of Jake’s neck, pressing him into the the

car’s roof.

(Continued)
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TROOPER

Thought you could outrun the cops

and get away with it huh? Tell you

what buddy. No one gets away.

The trooper cuffs Jake and walks him back to his car. He

throws him in the back with pride. This is the closest he’s

ever felt to being big-time.

TROOPER

Not so fun now huh. Jackass.

One of the police cars stays with the Mustang, radioing it

in. The other cars fall in behind the main police car. It’s

a long drive to the highway patrol station from here. Jake

stares out at the road as the scenery changes. The car

trails off, kicking up a line of dust from the old road.

INT. JAIL - DAY

Jake lays on a bench in an empty jail cell. The trooper from

earlier sticks his overzealous mug up to the bars and knocks

on the iron with his wedding ring.

TROOPER

You’ve got visitors.

He smirks.

TROOPER

Looks like you were in more trouble

then we thought.

A man in a black suit and a Tigers baseball cap walks up to

the cell. STEVENS lets out a relaxed smile.

STEVENS

Jake Suthers?

Jake nods his head, and motions around the empty jail cell

as if to say "who else would it be."

STEVENS

You’re a hard man to find, you know

that.

Jake shrugs.

STEVENS

Why didn’t you run? Surely you

didn’t think this guy

(Continued)
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Stevens pointer finger, dripping with insult, wipes the

smirk off the trooper sitting legs up on the desk in the

corner.

STEVENS

was finally the cop you couldn’t

outrun?

JAKE

Gotta face your problems sometime.

STEVENS

You ever heard of Darpa?

JAKE

No.

STEVENS

Hm.

Stevens takes an idea badge out and throws it into the cell.

Jake picks up the badge. It reads: D.A.R.P.A. Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency.

STEVENS

Yes, it’s real. We invented GPS,

the internet, operating systems,

the "cloud," the fastest plane

ever...

Jake slides the badge back through the bars.

JAKE

Cool...

STEVENS

I have a job offer for you.

The trooper in the background lurches forward. One of

Steven’s escort stares him back into his chair.

JAKE

I don’t really have a choice do I?

Jake looks around the cell. Clearly it’s not a permanent

home.

STEVENS

We always have a choice.

JAKE

Work for the government. haha, you

have no idea how funny that is.

(Continued)
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STEVENS

Actually, I know exactly how funny

it is.

Stevens raises an eyebrow. Then motions to the trooper to

unlock the cage.

INT. DETROIT - NIGHT

Open inside of a large SUV looking out, we see sky scrapers

from the outskirts of Detroit. Jake sits in the middle

bucket seat of the SUV across from Stevens in the passenger

seat. It’s clear he’s not restrained. He looks comfortable.

STEVENS

We’ve been following you a long

time you know. Just to keep tabs.

You’ve been surprisingly difficult

to track down lately.

Jake looks a little freaked.

JAKE

Why?

STEVENS

You don’t like to settle for too

long do you.

JAKE

No.

STEVENS

That’s good.

JAKE

What?

STEVENS

We have a special proposal for you.

That I think you are going to like.

JAKE

Which is?

Stevens looks out the window as if ignoring the question.

STEVENS

One thing at a time.

(Continued)
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JAKE

What’s the first thing.

STEVENS

Motor City. You know why they call

it that?

JAKE

Do I look that dumb?

Jake looks at the other guys in the cabin to see if they are

registering the crazy up front. They look forward like

robots.

STEVENS

This was once the thriving heart of

the entire automotive world. Still

is in some respects. But it barely

carries any of its once

unparalleled grandeur. So many

buildings abandoned. Empty hotels,

churches, stores. It feels like an

apocalypse happened here and no one

gave a damn about it. This city

used to be proud, but now much of

it is forgotten. A faded painting

reminiscent of former glory. A

shell of city.

We see various buildings at the glow of sunlight. Abandoned,

the dusty windows and faded stone look religious in the

sunlight.

STEVENS

Do you know what a hermit crab is

Mr. Suthers?

JAKE

Huh?

STEVENS

It’s a crab that makes its home in

forgotten shells. For protection.

No one even knows the crab is there

until it decides to poke its head

out.

The SUV turns into an abandoned industrial complex. It’s A

beautiful old factory with an empty security tower. The SUV

drives past a broken gate.

(Continued)
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STEVENS

Everything is about to change.

The SUV pulls up to a scuffed metal garage door. It’s big

enough to fit a airplane.

INT. HOT WHEELS HANGAR - NIGHT

A man in a security control room moves his fingers quickly

along an invisible touch screen. Juxstaposed to the faded

metal walls, the room is filled with futuristic technology.

The security gaurd pulls zoom on the faces of all the men in

the cars, matching their identity to images he slides over

from another screen. Once confirmed, He types a code along

the screen and slides his fingers along the screen to open

the door.

The hangar door opens and the SUV pulls into some kind of

holding room set before another set of large sliding doors.

The doors behind close, and then the doors in front open to

reveal hangar bay big enough for a fleet of 747 airplanes.

A few small windows in the roof are punched out and let

moonlight filter in. Rust is illumanted on some of the giant

metal beams.

The SUV pulls to a stop a few yards into the room. Jake’s

eyes widen and his mouth opens, gaping. In the giant hangar

stands a massive orange track. It’s looks like a Hot Wheels

track built by giants.

Stevens and the other D.A.R.P.A. guys get out of the SUV.

They beckon for Jake to follow.

The track curves a high bank in front of the closest wall,

hits several S turns through the center and splits up before

coming around into a double loop where the track just ends.

It seems like the track has recently been refurbished. The

metal looks old, polished to look new. There is scaffolding

at various places along the track where crews work away with

torches, fixing the metal. There are still sheets over one

part of the track.

Men unload pieces of metal from the back of Semi trucks. The

whole room is bursting with a blend of new technology and

old wrought iron landscape. Computer screens light up

various places around the track.

At one of the computer stations Jake catches the eyes of a

beautiful girl. For a brief moment the two lock eyes.

Stevens pushes Jake into a hallway off from the main hangar.

After a moment, Jake is shaken from his distraction.

(Continued)
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JAKE

Is that a huge Hot Wheels track?

Cause that’s what it looks like.

Are you guys building the world’s

largest toy?

Jake gets a chuckle out of his jab.

STEVENS

(unphased)

No. I’m afraid the toys are based

off this. It’s the extent of what

the public knows about what went on

here. Follow me.

Stevens leads Jake into another room. There are several

large portraits on the wall of a small makeshift theater. A

section of new seats have been bolted into the concrete. A

large glass screen at the end of the room flicks on. The

portraits on the walls are aged, and look like they haven’t

been touched in years. One of the portraits is covered by a

white sheet like it was just delivered. The images look like

a timeline starting in the thirties. The closest one depicts

the Opel-RA.1 rocket car on train tracks surrounded by

German engineers. On the other side of the room there is an

old silver bullet shaped car.

STEVENS

The Austrians, and Germans were the

first to get into experiments with

rocket cars in the thirties. In an

effort to keep up, we developed our

own rocket car program. The first

challenge, surprisingly, revolved

around the wheels. The increased

friction from the rocket propulsion

literally disintegrated the wheels

on all the original cars. The first

official government funded

experiment focused around finding a

solution for the tires. The code

name on file: "Hot Wheels."

Jake laughs.

JAKE

You have got to be joking.

Stevens continues.

STEVENS

Eventually that experiment was

declassified, some advertising

(MORE)
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STEVENS (cont’d)
people found out about it in the

60’s and used it for their line of

toy cars. Now all people know about

are the toys.

Stevens touches his smart watch and the glass screen in the

front of the room lights up with old footage of rocket cars

flying across the dessert.

STEVENS

The space program spawned out of

developments from rocket car

experiments. The public followed

rockets as they left Earth and

ventured to the moon. Everyone

forgot about the rocket car,

thinking it was abandoned in the

race for space.

Stevens pulls up a different video on the screen. It reads:

Experiment #57. Top Secret is written on the top and bottom

of the screen.

STEVENS

What you’re about to see now is

still classified. Although the

public believes we abandoned the

rocket car experiments the reality

is that we just stopped publicizing

it.

On the screen we see a car from the sixties. The rocket

explodes and the car shoots off down the sand. We hear a

large garbled sound, then the car just disappears. No line

in the sand, nothing. The camera shakes, people in the

background are yelling. The camera flips upwards, then the

film cuts out.

STEVENS

We shot this in the California

Mojave dessert at 1:35pm. That car

was found near Mexico City at 1:36

pm... the same day.

Stevens pauses for a moment, letting the information sink

in. He continues on.

STEVENS

Did you know that Earth rotates at

a speed of one thousand miles per

hour.

(Continued)
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Stevens swipes his watch and pulls up an image of Earth from

outer space. A series of lines form like spinning

webs around the Earth. Two colors appear to have polar

opposites with a tangled nucleus around the planet’s

equator.

STEVENS

Earth’s magnetic field. The amount

of energy contained in the

confusing looking mass is almost

beyond comprehension.

Jake nods in agreement to that.

STEVENS

We found out the rocket car didn’t

just break the sound barrier, it

broke the speed of Earth’s rotation

reaching over one thousand miles

per hour. Nothing on the ground had

ever gone that fast. The second the

car accelerated faster than the

rotation of the Earth, the car

entered an increased magnetic push.

Like when a you flip a magnet over

and its suddenly repelled. The

magnetic field launched the car.

Stevens swips his watch pulling up footage of the Dragster

rollercoster from Cedar Rapids. The coaster launches to

120mph in a second.

STEVENS

Think of roller coasters that take

off with magnets. That coaster

accelerates over 120mph in under

two seconds. Think of the push like

an outrageously fast roller

coaster.

JAKE

The push?

STEVENS

That’s what we call it.

Stevens pulls up more footage of rocket cars disappearing.

As the footage progesses there begin to be cameras waiting

on the other end where the cars seem to reappear out of thin

air.

(Continued)
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STEVENS

The program developed over the next

25 years. We were able to set the

trajectory of the push, and we got

good at it. We built the first

track in the desert of Nevada. We

needed to condense the launch space

and find a way to keep out of sight

from satellites. So we applied the

same magnetic technology that

transported the cars to launching

them. We created a miniature

magnetic field of our own within

the track.

JAKE

(sarcastic)

That it...

STEVENS

Well, that’s the beginning. We

accomplished some amazing things.

Things we would like you to be a

part of now.

JAKE

If it’s so amazing, why did it die?

Everything here feels like it’s

being resurrected.

STEVENS

Yes.

Stevens pauses as if having an argument with himself. He

wins, and decides to carry on.

STEVENS

The program was shut down in the

late eighties.

Stevens pulls up another video watermarked with 1989. The

video opens inside a similar looking facility with what

appears to be the same giant orange track. A man appears on

camera.

Jake leans in, suddenly more interested.

A woman approaches the man in the video. She lifts a two

year old up who gives the man a hug. The woman looks

familiar. A younger version of the waitress at the diner.

(Continued)
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JAKE

What the hell is this?

Stevens ignores him and lets the video continue on.

The woman and kid wave at the man as he puts on the top part

of his fire suit and walks toward a uniquely custom Ford

Mustang.

JAKE

Go back. I wanna see that footage

again.

The film plays on. The man gets in the car and we hear the

control room voices start to chatter. An audible energy

starts to generate from the surface of the track. The

Mustang roars to life.

Countdown. 3. 2. 1.

JAKE

(now on his feet)

I said go back!

The car launches off like a bullet, it flies around the

first turn, then speeds up so fast it just becomes a blur.

The car goes up the orange loop and at the apex of the loop,

we see the car rip apart into a giant fireball. As the

flames explode a giant sound blast ruptures the room and the

car disappears. Bits of metal fall to the ground. The giant

loop cracks and topples.

The woman in the foreground screams. The kid cries from all

the noise. Technicians come running into view with fire

extinguishers. We hear the radios explode with chatter. A

hand covers the camera. Everything goes black.

STEVENS

He was our last driver. With the

Cold War over, the Department of

Defense deemed the program no

longer worth the cost. They shut it

down.

Jake sinks back into his chair, speechless. For the first

time, Stevens allows space for silence.

STEVENS

Over the years drivers started to

become sick. Something with the

increased pressure from the

magnetic field screwed with their

cellular reproduction. One by one

(MORE)
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STEVENS (cont’d)
we had to pull them from the

roster, all of them suffering the

same degeneration. All of them

except your father... He drove on

more missions then any other

driver, yet he never seemed

affected. His genetic composition

was uniquely resilient. After he

was gone, that was it.

JAKE

You never found him?

STEVENS

We found what was left of his car.

Stevens shakes his head somberly.

JAKE

Is this why you brought me here?

STEVENS

We’ve since been able to identify

several similar genetic structures

from other blood tests. But none

exactly like yours...

Stevens waits for a bit, then decides it’s been enough. As

he walks out of the room, he puts his hand on Jake’s

shoulder. Stevens grabs a tablet from the table and hands it

to Jake, pulling up controls for the screen.

STEVENS

I’ll see you tomorrow.

Alone in the room, Jake holds his head for a moment. Before

the door closes with Steven’s exit, Jake pulls up the

footage of his parents.

INT. HANGAR - DAY

Jake snores in the same chair in the theater. The glass

screen clear.

TITO

Good morning precious.

Jake startles. He turns around. It takes a moment for him to

orient himself. Three people just walked into the room.

(Continued)
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TITO is on the shorter side and appears to be the youngest.

Just shy of 20. He’s Mexican, well his grandparents were.

However, he is a hundred percent Chicago.

DAN has a tattoo on his neck, long hair, and a calm

demeanor. Dan’s face looks worn. Clearly the oldest of the

group. He’s half Japanese.

AMY, although naturally good looking, is far from girly. She

looks a little younger than Jake. Jennifer Lawrence please.

The three wear black t-shirts and uniform jump suits up to

their wastes where the upper half of the suit bunches up.

Jake stares at Amy, he’s seen her before when he first got

into the hangar last night.

DAN

Who says precious?

TITO

Look at him.

DAN

He looks like a normal guy sleeping

in a chair.

TITO

What normal guys do you know that

sleep in chairs.

DAN

Are you always this annoying?

AMY

(to Jake)

I’m Amy, That’s Dan and that’s

Tito.

Jake gets up as if to shake hands. Amy walks over to a

different chair and plops down.

TITO

Don’t take offense. She doesn’t

like to be touched.

DAN

Do you have any idea how creepy

that sounds.

Tito and Dan find seats of their own.

(Continued)
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AMY

He gave you the spiel huh?

DAN

You believe him?

JAKE

You all seem to know more than

me...

TITO

It sounds stupid. But there has

never been so much money in bank

account.

JAKE

So you haven’t gone through the...

portal thing.

TITO

Like the simulators?

Jake looks perplexed.

DAN

We’ve been in simulators every day

for the past month. That’s when

they brought us all in.

AMY

They said they were looking for one

other guy. They weren’t having any

luck finding him, because he didn’t

have any credit cards, cell phone,

nothing.

DAN

(to Jake)

How did you get by without a cell

phone?

TITO

Did you think the apocalypse was

coming or something?

Dan looks at Tito like he’s an idiot.

TITO

It’s like. You know in Terminator 3

when he’s just riding around on his

motorcycle and all he has is cash

cause he knows the machines are

gonna take over and he doesn’t want

(MORE)
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TITO (cont’d)
to leave any trace for another

terminator.

DAN

(sincere)

Pretty cool scene actually.

JAKE

So he didn’t say why you were all

here.

AMY

Beyond us having "compatible

genetic codes." No. Kind of creepy

how much they know, but hey, not

like the right to privacy is in the

constitution.

JAKE

So all this

Jake motions around the room.

JAKE

and you’ve been in simulators.

TITO

Yeah, Dan didn’t even know how to

drive stick a month ago.

Dan glares at him.

AMY

He drives better than you now.

Everyone but Tito smiles. Tito raises his hands as if guns

are pointed at him.

JAKE

So do they even have any cars?

Dan looks at Amy.

INT. GARAGE - DAY

Amy flips on the lights of a different room. They turn on

one by one. There is a row of customized cars. A Camaro, a

Corvette, a Mustang, a Challenger. Each car looks like no

model ever released before. They look far more aggressive.

However, they all look old, dust has made a home here.

(Continued)
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This is the first time we get a good look at the first fleet

of Hot Wheels. Soak on the reveal.

Jake walks over to the Mustang. He opens the door and looks

inside.

STEVENS

(O.S.)

What do you think?

The gang turns to see Stevens at the back of the garage.

JAKE

They look like antiques.

Jake shuts the door to the Mustang.

STEVENS

They are. That was one of your

dads.

The gang all whips their head to Jake. Amy is wet with

mystery.

AMY

Dad?

STEVENS

We’re building new models, but I’m

afraid it takes time.

Stevens approaches a Corvette. He touches it affectionately,

then covers up a smile.

STEVENS

It’s not even about speed with

these cars. Every piece has to be

triple re-inforced. Otherwise you’d

come out of the push with parts

flying all over the place.

AMY

You’re not exactly instilling much

confidence here.

DAN

Agreed.

STEVENS

They might be... classic, but they

still work.

(Continued)
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JAKE

Prove it.

Tito is about to offer up an excuse on behalf of Stevens.

STEVENS

okay.

Amy, Dan, and Tito look shocked.

TITO

But Jake hasn’t even been in the

simulators.

Stevens smiles at Jake.

STEVENS

That isn’t necessary.

Stevens motions at the cars.

STEVENS

Take your pick.

INT. HOT WHEELS TRACK - DAY

Tito sits in a Challenger on the track. His eyes whip back

and forth in his helmet.

Dan puts on his helmet inside his Camaro. He’s ice.

Amy stands in front of her corvette. Standing there on the

track, her hotness is multiplied.

She stops getting in her car and watches Jake as he throws

his helmet into the car and gets in.

In the car Jake fastens his helmet and exhales. His moment

of zen approaching, you can see the anticipation on his

breath.

We hear the engines roar to life.

CUT TO

Above the track Stevens stands behind some hat wearing track

technicians looking out at a birds eye view of the track.

From up high in the control room, the track looks massive.

Running the length of the hangar it stretches on for

football field after football field. Stevens presses a

button.

(Continued)
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CUT TO

The drivers line up. Stevens voice comes through the air

like an all-present entity.

STEVENS

The track is ready. But, this is

just a normal driving exercise. Get

your feel for the track, the cars,

and driving as a group. Most

importantly, don’t crash the

corvette. I have favorites.

Stevens voice evaporates. Dan looks around for some sort of

countdown.

Jake drops the car into gear and takes off. Caught off guard

everyone takes a moment before following.

Jake shifts again and pulls the car to the outside of the

first turn. The track is so smooth it feels like sliding on

ice. Jake tests the steering, pulling the wheel a little to

the left. The car responds beautifully. Jake lays off the

acceleration and cuts to the inside line out of the turn, he

shifts up, steps down hard on the pedal and launches out of

the turn. He punches it along the straight away before the

first S turn.

Jake looks in his rear view mirror and sees the corvette fly

out of the turn behind him. He smiles and test the brakes,

laying into them at the head of the turn. The corvette

swerves inside Jake’s car scraping the inside of the track

on the following curve. Jake accelerates into the middle of

the curve. The challenger comes flying around the bend and

passes him on the outside while the Camaro hits an e-brake

turn drifting around the inside of Jake’s car at the same

time.

Jake hears Tito yell, high on the adrenaline.

The communication between the cars is so clear it sounds

like they’re standing next to each other in an empty room.

Amy laughs.

Jake hits the accelerator through the next S turn and takes

a high line along the next bank, continuing to accelerate.

He flies down the straightaway. The Camaro brakes and Jake

flies by, pulling up along side the Challenger fighting the

turn. Jake rides the lower gear, pulling in behind the

Challenger, then he slides out of the drift, shifting up and

sliding past.

(Continued)
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Jake sees the Corvette ahead. Instead of braking into the

next turn, Jake accelerates. He flies around the turn and

his speed pushes him through a perfect line. It’s the moment

Jake realizes brakes aren’t necessary on this track. There

is literally no limit to speed. He presses down on the

acceleration pushing past 150 and pulling up right behind

the Corvette.

Ahead there is a giant loop in the track. The corvette

continues to accelerate towards it. Jake holds behind her,

waiting for a moment when she wavers and he can pull ahead.

AMY

You like that view huh?

JAKE

Not bad.

TITO

(to dan)

Hey Dan, should we flirt too?

AMY

You should probably focus on

driving.

Dan passes ahead of Tito.

DAN

Suck it.

CUT TO

Stevens surveys the track from the control tower. He looks

deep in thought

STEVENS

(to himself)

Ah, why not.

He reaches over to the control deck and pushes a button. The

the track begins to light up.

STEVENS

This may seem obvious, but whatever

you do. Don’t get out of your car.

CUT TO

Jake sees the track in front of him light up. Almost as if

on fire. There is an energy in the track. A magnetic push

that thrusts his car forward as it charges. His car

continues to accelerate faster and faster. The car pushes

(Continued)
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200 mph... 250... 300... 400... 550... Jake inhales. His

heart beat slows, and everything gets blurry. He sees the

other cars behind him, all four pulling into a line, flying

up toward the loop.

Screams.

Jake sees his odometer pass 600... 650... 700... 725...

750... 775... a giant boom shakes the room followed by

several more booms. The car acclerates over 1000 mph in

under a second. Jake’s body feels like it’s floating, he

looks out for a moment just in time to see he’s flipped

entirely upside down at the apex of the loop. His body

compresses. The air seems to evaporate out of the room.

Everything feels like its shrinking. The lights in the room

seem to flash before everything disappears.

EXT. ENGLAND - DAY

The tension bursts, and Jake breathes. The light darkens and

he can finally see out his windows as he is thrown full

speed onto a giant grass field. The tension pops. Everything

feels like it’s been slowed, blurred.

Jake slides to a stop and looks around to see the Camaro and

Challenger appear behind him. They hit the ground with speed

and travel some distance farther before stopping.

AMY

Can you guys hear me?

TITO

Yup.

DAN

Yeah.

STEVENS

I can hear you. If you ever need

me, just ask.

Jake looks to his left. A giant cliff of white rock plummets

straight down into the ocean. Jake’s car is just feet from

the Cliffs of Dover.

AMY

Jake, you there?

JAKE

Come take a look.

The other 3 cars pull up behind Jake.

(Continued)
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DAN

Whoa.

AMY

England?

JAKE

Should we have a look around?

Jake puts his car in gear and drives up along the coast. He

accelerates faster and banks left a safe distance from the

edge. The Corvette pulls up along side Jake.

AMY

WOOOO!

The Corvette launches ahead. The cars fly along the coast.

Like kids on Christmas day, the gang weaves through the

landscape playfully.

The sun starts to set in the this later time zone. The cars

look amazing skimming the coastline with the low sunlight

filtering through windows.

In a moment, the light flickers. Everything starts to

squeeze. The air compresses.

JAKE

Oh.

Jake’s Mustang disappears. Within the same second, all four

cars evaporate from the landscape. The wrinkle in the air

flattens.

CUT TO

At the Hot Wheels hangar all four cars fly onto the track.

We hear a giant blast as the sound follows the cars into the

hangar. They gradually slow as they bank the first turn,

then second, until finally they approach normal speeds. The

cars slow to a stop on a straightaway.

After a brief moment, all the drivers get out.

Dan runs out of his car, tearing off his helmet. He doesn’t

make it far before puking. Tito wobbles out, looking a bit

nauseous.

Amy gets out and looks dazed. She looks up to the control

tower for Stevens.

(Continued)
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Jake pulls off his helmet and just sits in the car for a

moment. For him, this was the best climax of his life. He

can barely move. His heavy breathing slows. It’s like the

moment after sex as he lays back on the mattress looking up.

Jake is only stirred by chatter outside the car.

AMY

Why the surprise?

Stevens stands at the edge of the track.

STEVENS

Not the kind of thing you can do

one foot at a time. It’s all in or

nothing.

Tito and Dan look like they are still recovering. Jake gets

out of his car to join the commotion. He hops up on the hood

of his car.

JAKE

Why did you bring us back?

STEVENS

I didn’t. You know how magnets

repel? Well they also attract. As

the Earth rotates it switches

polarities and it pulls you back

with the same force.

TITO

What’s that called?

STEVENS

The pull.

Everyone nods, accepting the term as an obvious choice.

JAKE

So how long before we come back?

STEVENS

Depends how far you travel. It’s

different every time. Typically the

shorter the distance traveled, the

quicker the pull. So, like I said,

make sure you don’t get out of your

car. Unless... you want to be left

behind.

DAN

I need to lay down.

(Continued)
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AMY

What if it didn’t work? This thing

hasn’t worked in years.

It seems this is the first time everyone else realizes they

could have just died.

STEVENS

That’s not entirely true. I tested

it last night... You aren’t the

only ones that can drive.

Tito lets out a short burst of laughter.

TITO

(to dan)

I can’t think straight. Is that

cool? I can’t tell? But I feel like

that’s cool.

Dan nods affirmative.

STEVENS

Dan is right. Get some rest.

Medical teams will stop by your

rooms to make sure the increase

pressure from the magnetic field

isn’t slowly destroying your bodies

from the inside.

Amy’s mouth drops at the dry delivery of such a morbid

thought.

STEVENS

I’m sure you’ll be fine.

Stevens turns around and walks away, leaving the crew

speechless.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

Amy stands next to Jake outside a doorway.

AMY

This one’s yours.

Jake gives her a goodbye smile assuming she’s about to walk

away. She stands waiting.

Jake pushes open the door and Amy follows him into the room.

(Continued)
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JAKE

(under his breath)

Come on in.

The room is generous in size. A small couch and table are in

the opposite corner from a full bed. A glass screen

stretches the wall across the couch. There are two cracked

open doors leading to a closet and a bathroom. There’s an

abstract painting hanging on one of the large concrete

walls. A thick sheepskin throw rug covers the middle of the

cement floor.

Amy goes and sits down on the bed.

AMY

At least they tried to make it

nice.

Jake goes to sit next to her on the bed. As he sits down she

gets up.

JAKE

Seems nice to me.

Amy walks over to the glass screen and runs her finger along

the corner.

AMY

I remember when I first saw one of

these. My dad was always proud we

could get one before anyone else.

He invented this thing called

Google.

JAKE

What!?

Amy laughs.

AMY

You’re gullible. Nah, he just

invented some processing chip. All

the same. You put a couple wires

together and you’re a nerd god.

JAKE

You would be rich.

AMY

Not sure if that’s a compliment or

an insult, but I don’t really care.

Rich just means you have more stuff

and less time with your parents.

(Continued)
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JAKE

Bad parents are just for rich

people.

AMY

I was home for the holidays when

they came for me. When Stevens

showed up, that was the first time

I’ve seen my parents genuinley

upset. They never cared about what

I did growing up. When they freaked

out, it weirdly made me feel good.

I liked the attention, so I went

with Stevens... Is that messed up?

Amy pushes her hair behind her ear as she turns to look at

Jake.

The door to the room opens. A man with a red cross stitched

into his sleeves rolls a small cart into the room.

NURSE

This will only take a minute.

He holds out his hand towards Amy. She puts her hand in his.

He pricks her finger, then collects the blood in a small

plastic sleeve. Amy flinches, wincing as her finger is

poked. She’s not used to pain.

The nurse pockets the sample and walks over to Jake. He

pricks him and collects his blood. Jake doesn’t bat an

eyelid.

The nurse looks at his watch and taps it.

NURSE

Sixty seconds on the dot. When

you’re good, you’re good.

He exits the room as quickly as he came in.

Amy takes a step toward Jake. Between their eye contact

builds an insufferable sexual tension. The room is filled

with it.

Hold.

A little longer.

Will they?

Amy walks out of the room and stops to turn back for a

moment.

(Continued)
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AMY

Night.

Jake lays back on his bed, the tension visibly exiting his

body.

INT. THEATER - DAY

Jake sits in the theater.

Stevens walks in and looks a bit surprised.

STEVENS

you’re here early.

JAKE

I thought you said my dad was the

last driver.

Stevens sets down his paper, and takes a sip of his coffee

as he walks toward the front of the room.

STEVENS

(in stride)

He was. They stopped me from

driving years earlier.

Jake leans in, asking for more.

STEVENS

You’re looking at me like I have

cancer. They stopped me from

driving before there was any

serious damage. Age has done more

to my brain than driving has.

Tito and Dan walk in and pick seats.

TITO

What’s the news?

Amy walks into the room. Stevens begins as she sits down.

STEVENS

The blood tests came back negative.

Looks like you all handled your

first Push just fine.

Relief.

(Continued)
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STEVENS

Were just waiting for one more.

A knock on the door. An officer escorts a Chinese woman who

appears to be in her late thirties. LIN is classically

beautiful. Defined bone structure, her black hair pulled

back, she enters the room gracefully.

STEVENS

Lin. Excellent timing.

The crew all turn their heads back. She smiles at them,

waving before sliding into a seat.

STEVENS

Now that you’re all together, I

believe I owe you a bit more of an

explanation.

Stevens touches his watch and the TV flicks on. He plays

security camera footage from the Pentagon invasion where

cars appear and tear through the hallways. Stevens talks

over the picture.

STEVENS

We’ve never been able to push into

such a tight space. It appears

someone has advanced our technology

since we canceled the program.

There is a chance some of our

engineers defected, frustrated with

the shut down. Maybe they were

paid. Whatever the reasoning, they

have an edge on us.

Stevens lets the scene play out until Ji-Hu hooks up to the

mainframe computer and the bad cars disappear.

STEVENS

They installed a virus on the local

Department of Defense network.

Essentially, the virus renamed all

the access codes for launching any

U.S. nuclear warhead. Were the

D.O.D. to launch a nuclear strike,

the safeguards would not be

recognized and the launch would

fail. In short, the virus locked us

out of our ability to use our

nuclear capabilities, making it

entirely possible for North Korea

to attack without the threat of

mutually assured destruction.

(MORE)
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STEVENS (cont’d)
Rather a brilliant bit of code,

that has since been undone.

Incredulous looks all around.

STEVENS

If you notice the date, this was

about five weeks ago. Five weeks

ago we got emergency funding to

reboot the program, rebuild the

track in a new facility, and that’s

when we found most of you.

Dan interrupts.

DAN

How do you know they are North

Korean?

TITO

It’s always the North Koreans, duh.

Amy points to the screen.

AMY

Or because they are speaking

Korean...

Stevens looks at Dan.

STEVENS

We don’t have proof yet, which is

why any sort of open retaliation

can not be risked.

JAKE

Isn’t that footage proof?

Stevens raises his eyebrows as if to agree.

STEVENS

Some politicians need more

convincing, however all of them

managed to agree that they don’t

want to see the world explode...

The D.O.D. has been hot under the

collar to get this program back to

operational status. With the track

ready, and my confidence instilled

in your ability to drive, I’m

afraid that any amount of training

you have received is all you will

get.

(Continued)
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Jake raises his hand.

JAKE

I didn’t have any training.

STEVENS

Right.

TITO

How the hell are we supposed fight

computer code? It took me a year to

build a website for my mom.

DAN

You built a website for your mom?

TITO

She’s a dog breeder, seemed like a

good idea.

AMY

Puppies?

JAKE

Seriously?

Lin laughs audibly. Everyone turns backwards, after

forgetting she was there.

LIN

Puppies... I’ve been writing code

for 20 years, don’t worry.

STEVENS

Thank you Lin, I didn’t give you a

proper introduction did I.

Stevens turns to address the room.

STEVENS

We’ve been working with other

countries to ensure we can handle

this new threat decisivley. Lin has

been assigned to help our group in

particular. Not only does she bear

similar gentetic resiliance to you

all, she’s smarter than all of us

combined. She’s been a senior cyber

specialist in the Royal Chinese

army for some time now.

(Continued)
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LIN

Flattered.

Stevens touches his watch and the scene from the Pentagon

disappears. An image of a Hot Wheels car sticking out of the

top floor of a sky scraper in Shanghai slides on

screen. Stevens clicks through several more photos of the

car showing the driver who appears dead. The rest of the the

passengers appear to have been killed from the impact as

well.

STEVENS

The Pentagon was not the only

incident. But it does appear to be

the only successful one thus far.

We aren’t sure how many more

attacks are planned, or what what

went wrong with the most recent

attempt, but time for speculation

is up. It’s clear this is a global

threat, and fortunately we aren’t

alone in fighting it. Lin?

Stevens offers the baton, she defers, and Stevens continues

his explanation.

STEVENS

Lin and her people were able to

analyze the virus installed at the

Pentagon.

LIN

We’ve found traces of similarly

coded viruses being traded.

Stevens taps his watch and pulls up a satellite image of

Iran.

STEVENS

Iran has the second largest cyber

warfare unit in the world. Not all

the soldiers keep their skills

entirely patriotic.

TITO

Can we just hold on for a second.

LIN

There’s a black market for virus’s

like these, and oddly enough they

are passed via hard drives. The

type of hackers we’re talking about

don’t exactly trust each other

enough to download links.

(Continued)
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TITO

That’s not holding on for a second.

JAKE

(ignoring Tito)

So why restart the Hot Wheels

program to counteract these

attacks?

STEVENS

Before cyber attacks could only be

launched on connected networks, but

with the cars ability to appear any

time, anywhere, even our most

secure local networks are

susceptible. We need to be able to

respond to an attack as quickly as

they can launch one.

TITO

Hello?

DAN

Yeah, this is a lot to process.

LIN

How about this. You guys get me in

there, and I’ll take care of all

the technical stuff.

TITO

(in protest)

Oh so when he asks.

DAN

Okay.

Stevens taps his watch to change the image on the screen. It

pans from Iran down to Dubai. The satellite imagery zooms in

to a particular neighborhood at the outskirts of the city.

STEVENS

Dubai is a major hub for black

market trade of this sort.

LIN

Almost all sales going in or out

leave some sort of inquiry trace on

the deep web. I should be able to

find out who purchased that virus

if I can connect to one of the

servers in the district.
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AMY

Okay I have no idea what that

means.

JAKE

So you want to send us to the hot

bed of criminal cyber exchange in

the Middle East to determine where

a secret enemy base is in order to

stop North Korea from Nuking the

world?

DAN

Uh.

STEVENS

I’d say that’s close enough.

Stevens shuts off the TV and exits the room. The gang

follows.

INT. TRACK - DAY

Outside, the cars are already on the track. Stevens

continues to talk as they walk towards them.

STEVENS

We’ve added a modification to the

cars that I think you are all going

to like. Take a look inside the

glove compartments.

Jake sits in the drivers seat and reaches across to open the

glove box. Inside there are a pair of leather driving

gloves. He pulls them out and gets out of the car.

JAKE

Really?

STEVENS

Put them on.

Tito slips on his gloves then throws them outwards to as if

resting them on an imaginary wheel.

STEVENS

On your right hand to the left of

your index finger knuckle you’ll

notice a small bump just in reach

of your thumb. Aim your forefinger

at your car and press the button.

A tiny laser reflects off the metal on the cars.

(Continued)
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JAKE

(sarcastic)

A built in laser pointer? Crazy.

STEVENS

Not exactly. Hold that on any

object in the field for two seconds

and it will mark the target. Drones

will take it out.

AMY

Drones?

Stevens goes the trunk of Jake’s Mustang and pops up the

trunk. A small drone sits in the back angled out at a forty

five degree angle away from the car.

STEVENS

Not much larger than a Switchblade,

with a payload capacity much higher

than far larger drones. Rail

launched, we’ve dubbed this new

drone the Falcon.

TITO

Cool.

STEVENS

When you get in, pull the lever by

your bottom left foot, and the the

back of the cars will open up and

launch out your falcon.

Lin touches the the small drone.

LIN

How long will it stay in the air?

STEVENS

Longer than any of you will be

there.

Stevens points at one of the many small missiles clinging to

the underside of the drones wingspan.

STEVENS

Don’t let its size fool you. These

laser targeted charges will destroy

anything you light up with your

sensor. So make sure to keep some

distance.
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DAN

(trying to be all spy)

Copy that.

STEVENS

You didn’t think we’d send you in

all alone did you?

Tito holds his hand like a gun, spins quickly, presses the

laser on object, then blows out his finger. He notices

everyone staring at him.

TITO

Yes I know it’s not a toy.

Lin walks over after grabber her helmet. She lets her hair

down just before donning her helmet and pauses to turn to

Jake.

LIN

Mind if I ride with you?

JAKE

Only if you don’t mind going faster

than everyone else.

LIN

Perfect.

Tito catches Amy staring at Lin and Jake. A tinge of

jealously on her face. He gives her a playful push as he

jumps into his car. Amy turns, smiling to herself and hops

in her car.

STEVENS

You’ll be jumping into a tight

space, so be prepared for an

immediate stop.

JAKE

I thought you said you’ve never

been able to be precise with a push

into a tight space like that

before.

STEVENS

There’s a first time for

everything.

Stevens swipes his watch and the track lights up, the cars

shoot along the turns at increasing speeds. Any further

protests are drowned out by a rapid succession of Sonic

booms.
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EXT. DUBAI - DAY

Open inside a large compound. The entire floor is filled

with server racks. This isn’t clean and beautiful like

Google’s server space. Wide hallways, tangled masses of

chords, and a mix of different server types in various

sizes. Although the space is massive, it’s clearly been

pieced together.

The giant room is void of people. The eerie hum of machines

plays rhythm to the flashing of tiny green and red lights.

The air in the room begins to suck in. A visible tension.

BOOM.

Jake’s Mustang rips through the air in the hallway between

server racks.

Jake hits the brakes.

BOOM. BOOM. BOOM.

Amy, Dan, and Tito launch in behind at full speed, all of

them slamming on their brakes. Dan skids up alongside a

metal fence separating the server from the hallway. They

manage to stop with just a rear end tap of Jake’s mustang.

Jake exhales. Lin is wide eyed and barely breathing. This

was her first push. Jake reaches over.

JAKE

You okay?

AMY

What’s wrong?

LIN

I’m okay. Just need a second.

DAN

We might only have a couple of

those.

Lin points to a set of server towers up ahead.

LIN

There.

Jake slowly accelerates down the hall
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JAKE

Follow me.

TITO

How does she know where to go?

Lin still catching her breath begins to pull a small laptop

and hardrive from her bag at her side.

JAKE

She’s built more websites than you.

AMY

Good one.

Jake pulls to a stop. Lin gets out, opens the gate in front

of her wath a small tool she quickly returns to her pocket.

She hooks in her computer and begins typing.

Dan sees the doorway open at the end of one of the long

hallways.

DAN

Guys I really dont think we have

much time.

Dan begins to breath deeply as several angry looking men

enter the room bearing rifles.

Another door opens on a different end of the building.

TITO

Wait. Does anyone know how were

supposed to get out of here?

AMY

I don’t think were going to get

pulled out fast enough...

LIN

Guys, just a couple more seconds

for me.

We hear shouting from the other end of the room.

JAKE

Stevens?

LIN

Couple more seconds.

Rifle fire. Bullets start to ricochet off nearby servers.
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Lin detaches her computer and rushes back into the car. As

she buckles in she pulls out an all glass tab and swipes

from her watch over the glass. It pulls up a diagram of the

building.

STEVENS

You need to go backwards down the

hall.

DAN

All the guys with guns are

backwards.

Jake pulls his e-brake and spins his wheels flying the car

completley around. There isn’t enough room to pass.

JAKE

Tito, your going to have to lead.

Punch it.

The other three cars spin around. Several bullets hit the

cars.

TITO

My mother always told me the last

shall be first.

DAN

Why are you always talking about

your mother.

The cars accelerate at the men. They begin to shout, then

some of them dive out of the way. The men coming from the

other entrance on the side have now come full circle down

the hallway to the rear of the cars. Gunfire flies from both

sides.

AMY

Can you just drive faster.

STEVENS

Left.

The cars peel off down another hallway just before colliding

with the remaining riflemen.

The server racks seem to diminish at the end of this side of

the building in a large empty space speckled with several

recently delivered stacks. A metal warehouse door bars the

way ahead.

(Continued)
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JAKE

Pull up next to me.

DAN

That door is closed.

JAKE

Not for long.

Jake accelerates in line with Tito. A moment later Dan and

Amy pull up and the front of the cars form a horizontal line

charging at the wide warehouse door.

Tito yells. Then all five of them yell together. The cars

punch the door off its hinge and emerge into daylight.

Several passerbys on this back alley street stand gawking at

the building’s birthing of these four cars.

This isn’t a rich Dubai neighborhood. This is the outskirts.

The poor, crime ridden district. The compound was tucked

into a non-descript and clearly unmonitored area some ways

outside the city. Think Black Hawk Down. The only glimmering

skyscrapers are off in the distance.

Jake spins his wheels and accelerates down the small side

street, followed by his crew.

There’s shouting from the street and men with guns emerge

from the building. At the same time, several jeeps appear in

pursuit.

JAKE

Should we try out the drones?

In response, Amy’s trunk flies open and the falcon drone

launching out away from the cars, into the sky, and out of

view. In quick succesion, three more drones fly off into the

air.

AMY

Jake, where to now?

JAKE

(quietly to Lin)

Where to now?

LIN

Stevens where to now?

Lin continues to type on the glass screen, investigating a

myriad of code.
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STEVENS

The militia is stirring, just get

out of there in any direction.

JAKE

So helpful...

Jake slows to the right.

JAKE

Pass me.

The three cars slide around Jake. He aims his finger at a

building just ahead and targets the faded stone.

Seconds later a missle strikes the top of the building

erupting giant stone boulders into the air in a fireball.

Jake accelerates through just before the stone rainfall

blocks the road behind.

DAN

So I’m definitley keep a distance.

A few of the enemy jeeps slam in the blocked road. The

remaining vehicles slam on their breaks. Some of the men

fire a few last rounds at the back of the crew.

AMY

Looks like that’ll take care of

them.

She winks at Jake as he passes resuming the lead. As if to

punctuate her sentence an RPG flies from a roof ahead,

exploding the ground in front of the cars.

They scatter, barely skirtying the crater. Jakes view is

obscured.

STEVENS

Rooftop. Two blocks ahead.

JAKE

I can’t see him.

TITO

I see him.

JAKE

Light him up.

TITO

He’s a person.

The morality of their power sets in.
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TITO

How can I just kill him like that.

DAN

Do we have a choice.

Fire rains from the scy erupting the building where the

rocket came from.

AMY

I won’t die here.

Jake emerges through the cloud of rubble. Everyone is quiet

for a moment.

The cars continue to accelerate down the side street. Jake

aims his finger at another building. Rubble erupts blocking

the pathway behind them. The explosion breaking the silence

of severity in the group.

LIN

Oh my God.

JAKE

What?

LIN

They didn’t buy that virus. They’re

selling it.

DAN

What?

LIN

I haven’t found the origin yet, but

whoever used the virus in the

pentagon didn’t buy it, they

sourced it and are making it

availble to everyone.

All of the sudden air begins to pinch. A sonic boom.

Followed by several more booms.

A slew of black cars pierce through the air, appearing out

of nowhere. They look every bit the evil car, but they

aren’t perfect. Some aftermarket additions evident on their

customized body lines.

TITO

Well, this isn’t good.

The enemy cars accelerate in pursuit of the crew. One of the

cars immediatley spins off and halts. The driver’s lifeless

head slamming forward.
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Jake peels off to the right.

JAKE

This way.

The four cars clear the outskirts of town and accelerate off

the road into the desert. Jake punches the accelerator. All

four cars fly through the sand screeching above 200 mph.

The enemy cars continue to gain on them.

Amy peels wide left and targets the lead car. Moments later

the car erupts in a giant fireball. The surrounding enemy

cars peel off. Realizing this new danger, they spread out

their pursuit with caution.

JAKE

Nice one.

AMY

Wasn’t enough.

DAN

Should we split up.

A pause.

TITO

Jake?

It’s clear Jake is the leader and they are continue to look

to him for decisions.

JAKE

Lets stay together. We only have to

hold them off until the Pull.

Several more enemy cars warp in ahead of the group.

JAKE

Okay, scratch that. Circle up.

Don’t let them trap us in. Use the

drones to fend them off. They’re

scared of them.

The four cars follow one another into a wide circle. Kicking

up sand into the sky. Jake targets one of the newly

approaching cars and it erupts in flames.

STEVENS

The cloud of dust is obscuring my

view.
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Dan targets a sand dune in front of several cars. The

explosion of sand spins one car and sends two others off in

different directions.

The enemy cars peel wide keeping distance from the circle

defense.

TITO

(to Stevens)

Can we get you popcorn or anything

while you’re waiting?

Tito targets another dune. Sand erupts in with molten

flames, sending newly formed shards of glass everywhere,

shredding the tires on a nearby enemy car.

The remaining enemy cars form up into one big group

approaching fast from the the distance.

The gang fires missle down in their path. One car is hit,

another car is derailed. As the lead cars peel away, the

enemy car at the center of the pack slingshot out of a drift

straight into the heart of the Hot Wheels crew.

As the car approaches we see the face of the driver, a

lifetime of determination written in wrinkles.

The air pinches and before the threat can penetrate the

defensive circle the Hot Wheels cars evaporate away.

INT. HOT WHEELS HANGAR - DAY

Jake appears speeding in to the Hot Wheels track. Amy pulls

in behind, followed quickly by Tito and Dan. Jake

decelerates around the curve. His car shakes. The handling

is stiff after suffering damage from one of the explosions.

One of his tires swerves on the track at these high speeds.

The car seems to barely hold it together coming out of the

pull.

The cars stop on the straightaway. Jake struggles to

unbuckle and pushes his door to open. It’s stuck. He hits it

again, then lays his shoulder into it. The door falls off

its hinges and crashes onto the track.

Lin stays in her seat for a moment. She’s still dazed from

affects of the pull.

Jake stumbles out of the car and looks over to the other

cars which appear to be in equally haggard condition.

They’ve seen their last leg.
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As everyone emerges from their cars, it dawns on them that

they just survived one hell of battle. You can see the

realization take over as they start to celebrate.

Dan and Tito high-five when they get out of their cars. Amy

runs over to Jake and gives him a hug.

JAKE

Ha Haaa!

TITO

That was badass.

DAN

Am I the only one who thought we

were gonna die?

Lin, now out of the car, raises her hand in agreement. She

still looks a little queasy.

Amy puts her arm on Dan’s back in wordless comfort.

Jake trails off from the celebration.

JAKE

These cars are done.

They fall silent and look over the cars, realizing the

destruction.

SFX: Semi horn.

From the entrance of the hangar Stevens rolls up in a Semi

truck. He pulls to a stop right in front of the crew.

JAKE

This is what you’ve been doing

while we were being shot at?!

STEVENS

No, I just asked Paul

He throws his thumb to the truck driver looking dude in the

passenger seat who waves.

STEVENS

if I could drive from the doorway

so I could take the all the credit

when I showed you these.

The gang walks around to the side of the semi. Pan along the

truck bed to show the a full load of brand new Hot Wheels

rides. This batch of cars looks like nothing anyone has ever
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seen before. The futuristic lines on the car are low and

aggressive. The design on these cars makes them look

aerodynamic enough to fly. The unique colors make the cars

look they were built on another planet.

DAN

Is it just me or is this a

ridiculously convenient time for

new cars to arrive?

AMY

Im done asking questions.

TITO

Same.

Jake is already up on the semi looking at one of the new

cars.

JAKE

Dibs.

AMY

(pointing)

I want that one.

TITO

What!? You can’t just call dibs.

What are we in second grade?

DAN

Dibs on the red one.

STEVENS

Respect the dibs.

Tito sees the last car yet to be called. It’s slick. He

looks at it like shes THAT girl from high school.

TITO

I’m okay with that.

Lin motions to Stevens as everyone else remains fixated on

the new cars.

LIN

We need to talk.

Stevens nods, as if to direct the conversation away from the

group.
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STEVNS

Talk.

Stevens and Lin walk out of the hangar. Their quick

conversation trailing off in the background.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

Jake lays back on his couch reading Cats Cradle by Kurt

Vonnnegut. No ipad, or kindle here. Talking about a book

with pages.

AMY

(O.S.)

I never thought of you as a reader.

Jake looks up and sees Amy’s face peaking through a crack in

the door. She smiles.

AMY

Whatcha reading?

JAKE

It’s about man’s inevitable bent

for destruc

AMY

(cutting him off)

Wanna go somewhere.

She pushes the door open. Light falls behind her. Damn,

she’s good looking. Everyone knows, there is no chance Jake

is doing anything other than what she says.

Jake sets the books down.

JAKE

Where to?

She leaves the doorway wordlessly. Jake pulls on his boots

as he hops off the couch and hustles to the door.

Amy walks slightly ahead as she talks. She leads Jake down

the hall and out toward the track.

AMY

I asked for a favor.

Jake doesn’t take the bait, he waits for more.
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AMY

Okay. I lied, but still, I got what

I wanted. I wanna show you

something.

They get to the track and one of the new cars is out

waiting. Jake cocks his head, suddenly becoming more

intrigued.

JAKE

I saw this earlier...

He speaks halfheartedly, still looking at the car with

curiosity.

AMY

Get in.

Jake heads for the driver side door. Amy stops him and

motions to the passenger. She gets in before him. Jake lays

back into his seat.

JAKE

It’s nice.

AMY

(to control)

Power up.

JAKE

Whoa whoa whoa... you got them to

let you take this out?!

AMY

Shhh.

The car starts. We see the lights on the track flick on. The

energy hums, and the air streams along the car as it begins

to accelerate. The car takes the first corner, then

continues to climb in speed. It turns into a blur flying

around the track. It’s clear this new car is a whole

different animal. In a moment we hear a resounding boom, and

the car streaks through the loop and disappears.

EXT. AUSTRIA - DAY

The car bursts into a the late afternoon sun shining over

Zell Am See Austria. Amy lays on the breaks slowing the car

as it arrives at the outskirts of a group of trees.

She pulls off into the trees, navigating the forest with an

anxious amount of speed. She cuts around the trees like a
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slalom skier on a mountain course. This is the first time we

see even a hint of Jake being nervous in a car. Helpless in

the passenger seat, he grips the side arm rest subtly. His

face remains calm.

JAKE

How’s the handling?

She looks from the windshield to Jake, seemingly ignoring

that the car is headed straight for a tree.

AMY

Good.

She turns back a split second before contact, whipping the

car around the tree.

AMY

You’re sweating.

Sure enough, a few beads of sweat have clustered on Jake’s

forehead.

AMY

(playful)

Don’t you trust me.

JAKE

(as if reciting a verse)

I think all women are great

drivers.

Amy furrows her eyebrows, and accelerates to an even more

uncomfortable speed.

AMY

You think I’m just like everyone

else?

Jake closes his eyes. He knows there are no right answers.

Amy laughs, hits the e-brake, whips the steering wheel

around and pulls the cars through the trees to the edge of a

small cliff overlook a giant lake buried in the mountains.

Amy winks playfully, giving up the jest as the car comes to

a stop.

Jake, thrown sideways against his seat, loses himself in the

view before his protests can escape his mouth.

Amy lays her head back and stares.

Soak on the view.
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AMY

We used to vacation here when I was

younger. It was the most beautiful

place I had ever been... It still

is.

JAKE

(Smirking)

Are you hitting on me?

Amy, caught in her own thoughts didn’t even hear him and

continues.

AMY

You know there are two kinds of

men.

She unbuckles her seat belt and turns sideways in her seat.

JAKE

Yeah?

AMY

You can tell which one a man is

based on how he treats a woman.

Jake pauses, thinking.

JAKE

And how do you tell what kind of

woman your with?

Amy opens her door.

AMY

She keeps you guessing...

Amy gets out of the car. She slides her pants off. Her legs

are long and smooth. She tosses off her shirt, walking away

from the car in her underwear. Her body has natural curves,

and in the fading sun, her skin looks golden.

AMY

Lets swim.

She motions to the lake. looking back over her shoulder.

Jake kicks open his door, taking off his seat belt. He

pauses, looking at the car, remembering it could be pulled

back anytime.
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JAKE

But, what about

He looks up mid sentence to see Amy jump off the cliff into

the water.

JAKE

(to himself)

Okayyy.

He gets out, throwing his shirt on the car as he runs toward

the edge. Jake flies through the air flailing and lets out a

yell.

INT. HANGAR - NIGHT

A siren blares in the hangar. People run about, prepping the

new cars and getting them ready on the track. Dan and Tito

run into the main room pulling on their suits. Stevens

arrives giving commands to the other men in suits following

his every step.

TITO

What the hell is going on?

STEVENS

They’ve just appeared in the South

of France. In a town called

Blayais.

Lin appears in the room, a small bag slung over her side.

She grabs a helmet as she approaches.

DAN

What are they doing there?

LIN

(looking at Stevens with fear)

There’s a nuclear power plant

there. A very large one.

STEVENS

Yes.

LIN

If that’s the target we need to

leave now.

TITO

Where’s Jake and Amy? We have to

wait for them.
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Stevens surveys the hangar, seeing no sign, he turns back to

the two.

STEVENS

We can’t wait.

They hold out another hopeful second, then give in, knowing

Stevens is right. They pull on their helmets and get in

their new cars somberly. It feels like the cars maiden

voyage will be their last one.

Lin gets in Tito’s passenger seat.

The track glows. The hum creates a world of silence. The two

cars, speed along the track, then blast into a blur. Two

sonic booms are heard and the cars disappear into the loop.

For the first time, we see Stevens angry. He notices there

is a car missing as only one is left on the track.

Stevens watch beeps, as he pulls up another alert. He cocks

his head with skepticism. He touches his earpiece listening

to another report coming in.

STEVENS

Moracco?

A flash of light hits the room as a car comes flying into

the track. It’s Jake and Amy. They slow around the track,

coming to a stop by Stevens. They are both wet and laughing

as they get out of the car. Both still in their swimming

clothes.

Amy throws a playful jab at Jake.

AMY

You’re not as fast of a climber as

I thought. You almost didn’t make

it.

Jake makes a face as he pulls his shirt back over his head.

Finally, they notice Stevens burning a hole into them with

his glare.

STEVENS

Do you think this is some kind of

fucking game?

JAKE

(to Amy)

I thought you said you asked for a

favor.
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AMY

(to Jake)

No... I said I lied.

STEVENS

They’ve attacked. Tito, Dan, and

Lin already went in.

All fun sucks out of Jake and Amy. Their faces suddenly

appear hungover, sober and pained.

JAKE

Where?

STEVENS

France.

JAKE

Let’s go then.

STEVENS

That’s not where you’ll be going.

They’ve just appeared in Moracco.

Their target is most likely the

nuclear power plant in Rabat. You

two will have to go in alone.

AMY

But without Lin

Stevens cuts her off.

STEVENS

You don’t need her to defend it.

Destroy every threat.

Amy pulls on a jacket and gloves and gets right back in her

car. She accelerates off on the track.

Jake rushes over to his car, taking a few seconds to get

acquainted. He pulls on his gloves and starts to accelerate

before we hear a boom and see Amy disappear.

Jake slams his fist on the steering wheel in anger. He

punches the accelerator, and moments later disappears with a

boom.
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EXT. MORACCO - DAY

Jake is pushed into a construction zone. A giant power plant

looms ahead.

A missles erupts in front of him. And Amy speeds past Jake.

Several cars peel off, allowing Jake a moment to react.

Jake pulls the lever behind his left foot and the trunk of

the car opens up rocketing out his falcon drone.

Jake spins, following in pursuit of Amy.

JAKE

How many are there?!

AMY

No idea, they seem everywhere. One

of them jumped in right after I

did. His head just rolled back, and

he stopped. I saw him. His eyes.

Jake he died just from the Push.

JAKE

Stay close.

AMY

Jake, this is really messed up.

A car slams in alongside Jake. Jake pushes into the car then

hits the brakes letting the car fly wide to the right. He

targets the car, and it erupts almost instantly. Shards of

metal hit Jakes car, the explosion was so close.

Amy circles around Jake sending a missile in the pathway of

several fast approaching cars. The cars turn, heading

towards the power plant.

AMY

What are they doing?

Jake responds peeling off in pursuit.

JAKE

Did you see any cars enter the

plant?

AMY

No

A missle rains down, exploding the last car in the train

heading towards the plant.
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Jake and Amy burst through the explosion of metal and flames

pursuing the cluster of enemy cars in route to the Plant.

JAKE

Was that you?

AMY

No.

Several F16 jets fly overhead looping back around.

JAKE

They are moving in close to the

plant. They know the air force

can’t risk an attack that close.

AMY

Can we risk it?

JAKE

We have to?

Jake and Amy close in on the enemy car taking up the

caboose. The lead car slides to a stop outside the exterior

power grid next to the transformer. The other cars swing

wide setting up a defensive perimiter.

AMY

Someone’s getting out.

The line of enemy cars dive straight towards Jake and Amy

who are forced to spin around to avoid a collision.

AMY

What do we do?

Jake looks back and forth in contemplation.

EXT. FRANCE - DAY

Lin connects a hard drive into the power grid outside the

plant. She pulls up her glass tablet and begins to type

furiously.

TITO

How much more time do you need.

Pull back to see Tito and Dan standing behind their parked

cars some ten feet in front of Lin.

Dan targets a car that attempts to break through the barrage

of missles.
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The car erupts in flames, metal shards scattering

everywhere.

What’s left of the enemy cars roosted from the plant lingers

at the outskirts of Dan and Tito’s ability to lock on to

anything.

Tito locks onto a tree inside the range of enemy cars, the

tree cracks and falls, leaves incinerated from the heat,

adding in another barrier between them.

DAN

Any idea how many bombs these

things have.

TITO

We probably should have asked that

a long time ago.

STEVENS

The red tick marks along your

forefinger indicate how many

missiles are left.

Tito and Dan look at each other nervously. Holding their

hands out to one another. Dan has two marks left, Tito only

has one.

DAN

In that case, you might want to

hurry.

LIN

Firewall is almost up. They won’t

be able to install any virus once

I’m finished.

TITO

Shouldn’t there be a military here

or something?

Lin finishes typing and unplugs everything. She runs back to

and hops in Titos car.

LIN

I told you guys to stay in your

cars. What if they pulled back

without you?

TITO

And leave you here alone?
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DAN

No chance.

Lin smiles.

TITO

Finally a smile.

Lin points off to the distance. A fleet of tanks rolls the

hill.

The enemy cars disperse, and some begin to disappear.

TITO

Sure, now they show up.

The air pinches and the two cars disappear.

EXT. MORACCO - DAY

Jake speeds along the powerplants perimeter being tailed by

two villians.

Stevens voice comes in over the car’s bluetooth.

STEVENS

Jake, Lin just gave us the download

on the latest virus they’re trying

to install. It infects the plants

control system, increasing the

reactors power until it implodes,

destroying the plant, and

triggering a nuclear blast. Its a

fast working virus. If they are

able to access any port connected

to the plants network, they could

upload the virus in minutes. If you

don’t act quickly that whole place

could go nuclear in an instant.

JAKE

There’s someone there now, but

they’re keeping us at a distance.

AMY

I’ll pull them away, then you get

back there as fast as you can.

Jake brakes and lets his two tails fly in front of him. He

targets the ground in between them. The missle lands

creating a small earthquake that sends both the cars flying

sideways.
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STEVENS

Were transmitting a firewall that

should hold them out until we can

get backup in there. Plug one of

the hardrives from the glovebox

into the central control of the

car. Then when you get close, hook

it up to the network and one of our

people should be able to patch into

your computer and install it.

Jake whips open the glove box and pulls out a small

hardrive. He plugs it into the center console and the red

light on the drive begins to flash.

JAKE

Okay, got it.

Amy’s car is sideswiped.

JAKE

Left!

Amy peels wide left, Jake targets the car and a missle

pierces through the sky exploding it just feet from Amy’s

car.

AMY

A little close maybe!!

The remaining cars peel off after Amy, while Jake

accelarates back towards the plant.

The exterior power grid appears unprotected. No cars in

sight and the man from earlier seems to have left the area.

JAKE

I don’t see anyone.

AMY

Probably because they think it’s

gonna explode.

JAKE

Be careful. There might be more

after you.

Another explosion crackles through at the tail end of Amy’s

bluetooth.

Jake slides slams on the brakes, skidding in front of the

grid. He runs over to the transformer just feet away.
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He pulls a glass tablet and the usb from the car and hops

out. He runs over to the nearest port.

He plugs the usb in, then syncs his computer, opening the

connection for someone to take over his computer from base.

Ji-Hu appears from behind one of the metal stacks and slams

his fist into Jakes face. The hard drive drops to the ground

and everything goes black.

INT. HANGAR - DAY

Tito, Dan and Lin, pop out of their cars as they come to a

halt in the Hot Wheels hangar.

DAN

Where is everyone?

STEVENS

There’s been another attack. Im

afraid we’re going to have to send

you somewhere else.

There is pain in his delivery.

STEVENS

Im so sorry. We were not prepared

for this.

Lin nods accepting the command.

Technicians rush in installing new drones into the trunks of

the cars.

STEVENS

You’ve done an amazing job.

Tito Slams his helmet into the ground.

STEVENS

It’s the Gerald Ford Aircraft

Carrier off the coast of Virginia.

DAN

An aircraft carrier?

LIN

It’s powered by a nuclear reactor.

Tito gets back in his car. The technicians finish installing

the new drone and as soon as Lin gets in, Tito starts the

car.
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STEVENS

Troops are on their way, but they

will be too late.

A sonic boom erupts as Tito fires off the track.

Dan nods to Stevens. There’s a sober moment between them.

The technicians nod after finishing the install of the new

drone. Dan gets into his car starts up and fires off down

the track.

EXT. AIRCRAFT CARIER - DAY

Dan is pushed onto the deck of an aircraft carrier, landing

like a jet. He sees Tito ahead and launches out his drone.

STEVENS

You won’t be able to stay in long

before the pull. At such a close

distance, it could only be minutes.

DAN

Understood.

TITO

Great.

Tito drives straight towards the enemy cars. Several marines

pop out on the surface of the aircraft carrier.

The enemy cars have arrived in much smaller numbers. There

are only three of them, and two appear damaged. It looks

like the enemy is running low on resources.

They enemy cars drive away from the control bridge

protruding from the deck.

Several of the marines man guns on the deck and begin to

fire at the cars.

DAN

They’re firing at us!

LIN

They can’t tell us apart.

TITO

Stevens. A little help!

STEVENS

Working on it.
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Tito accelerates and dodges gunfire, turning to head off the

enemy cars circling the deck.

LIN

What are they doing? They aren’t

even headed to the control tower.

Dan dodges the gunfire and locks onto the deck in front of

the pack of enemy cars. The cars swerve to avoid shrapnel.

One of the enemy cars swerves right into machine gun fire.

The bullets tear through the car dropping it to an immediate

stop.

The two remaining enemy cars pull a 180 and change

trajectories now heading for the tower.

LIN

We need to cut them off.

Dan and Tito pull into pursuit of the enemy cars while

dodging gun fire on the deck of the aircraft carrier.

One of the enemy appears running from the base of the

control tower. Its the same grizzled face from the last bit

of action. He shoots a marine in the back with a pistol.

The two enemy cars slide in front of him and he jumps in one

of the cars.

LIN

No! One of them already got inside.

They must have started installing

the virus before we arrived. You

have to get me in there.

Tito accelerates, Dan pulls up on his right wing.

The two enemy cars speed along the deck straight towards the

edge of the ship.

Machine gun fire rips one of the cars apart. The remaining

car shoots off the edge of the ship diving down towards the

water. Before the plunge a the car disappears from view.

TITO

That can not be good.

LIN

Hurry.

Tito close to the control tower, Dan is just a few yards

behind.

As Tito’s car slides to a stop the air pinches.
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TITO

No!

Tito is cut off as his car is pulled out.

The deck of the ship shakes and a line cracks the giant

runway like an earthquake. In a moment everything erupts.

Dan closes his eyes.

The nuclear blast incinerates Dan’s car and destroys the

ship entirely creating a tsunami in the open ocean.

INT. ENEMY HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT

Jake wakes up in a dark room. Low ceilings, dirty concrete

walls. He’s laying on a mattress. A few tangled sheets under

his back. The door ahead is closed. To his side there’s a

glass of water. He reaches for it drinking without

hesitation. His hands and feet ubound. He touches his cheek.

It’s swollen, but nothing feels broken.

Jake lays back on the mattress, letting out a sigh. He slams

his fist on the bed, then throws the glass of water at the

opposite wall. It shatters.

After a few moments, the door opens. Ji-Hu enters the room

and sits down in a wooden chair several feet from the

mattress.

JI-HU

Hello Jake.

JAKE

Where is everyone else?

JI-HU

Im afraid you were the only one

left behind.

Some small relief on Jake’s face.

JI-HU

How can I believe you. I don’t know

you.

JI-HU

You can call me Jim. Everyone else

here does.

Jake looks confused.
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JAKE

Jim? But I thought you were North

Korean.

JI-HU

(sarcasm)

Yes. Im North Korean, and I want to

Nuke the world. Come on now.

Pause.

JI-HU

If I were truly trying to take over

the world I couldn’t be any more

cliche.

Ji-Hu turns and yells out the hallway.

JI-HU

Can someone tell James to come in

here.

Jake leans back on the wall, some tension leaving his body

at the comfort of such an American accent.

JI-HU

DARPA Is so out of touch. They told

you the Norht Koreans were going to

Nuke the world? They probably made

a bunch of other claims didn’t

they. They invented GPS. The

internet... ha! They paid for

students at MIT, among others, to

make things. I was one of those

students... A long time ago... I

understood the true cost of new

technology. They just saw a

pricetag. Power shouldn’t be for

the people who can afford it. It

should be for the people that

understand it. They sacrifice

things without understanding the

true cost.

JAKE

You were the one who tried to blow

up the power plants.

JI-HU

Is that what I was doing? Something

else they told you Im sure.

JAMES enters the room. We recognize his face as the grizzled

old man from the previous action.
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JAMES

You wanted something?

JI-HU

James used to be a driver for your

government. Just like you.

Jake leans forward with interst.

JAKE

Did you know my father?

JAMES

Good man.

JI-HU

Tell him how they disposed of you.

James begins to undo his shirt one button at a time as he

begins to talk.

JAMES

They sent me to Russia. Even though

the cold war was supposedly over

this mission was supposed to be

entirely off the record. In short,

my car was pulled back without me

in it. It was nothing more than a

foolish mistake on my part.

James takes off his coat and begins to unbutton his shirt as

he continues talking.

JAMES

The program was shot down, and I

was stuck in Western Russia for

months.

James pulls the left side of his shirt back and sticks his

finger in a hole in his right shoulder.

JAMES

They shot me. CIA tried to "silence

me." The agent was shot by a

Russian police officer after

getting off just one shot.

Fortunatley, he missed.

James pulls his shirt back down, but Jakes distasteful

grimace at the wound remains unhidden on his face.
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JI-HU

Thank you James.

James nods his head and leaves. The loyal servant.

JI-HU

Just think how willing they were to

send you to your death.

Destruction. All in the name of

Freedom. Freedom! Democracy they

call it. Rule of the people.

Comical really. It’s a bunch of

rich white men born into political

aristocracy. Sure there are a few

who work their way up. But what do

they become? Making a career out of

politics. People start wars, raise

taxes, decide funding, religious

rulings, all based on how they can

benefit, how they can move up in

their career. Lobbysits slip some

money in a pocket and politicians

who were supposed to represent the

people represent coroprations who

only care about money. It’s not

about people. We’ve all seen the

greed of politics. The

backstabbing. Yet "the people" talk

about corruption like they are

paralyzed to resist it.

JAKE

So you want to kill the people?

JI-HU

Quite the opposite. I want to

liberate the people...

Jake raises an eyebrow.

JI-HU

Hundreds of years ago congress was

created out of necessity. Clearly

not every person in the thirteen

colonies could hop in their horse

and buggy and go to Washington to

vote. The people needed

representatives. But times have

changed. We don’t ride horse and

buggys anymore, and just the same,

we don’t need politicians. Follow

me.
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Ji-Hu gets up and heads to the doorway. Jake thinks for a

moment, then gets up after him. It’s a rather small hallway.

Ji-Hu pokes his head a room over. There’s a group of men on

computers, a small server rack in the back of the room.

Ji-Hu Motions to a computer. Pointing his finger like it

bears truth.

JI-HU

We finally have the opportunity at

true democracy. With the internet

everyone can vote. They can wake up

and before they get their morning

cereal each day, grab a laptop and

vote on a bill... why have

representation when you don’t like

the way you are represented, let

alone the fact that you can be

there yourself.

Ji-Hu continues his passionate topic waving Jake back to the

hallway. They talk as they walk.

JI-HU

This isn’t just about America. It’s

the whole world. What need for

politicians... What need for

governments? What need for separate

countries. The internet can

translate into every language. With

an appetite for consumption uniting

the worlds’ desires, they can vote

on the same issues. Every person

having an equal say, an equal vote

in what they want from the world,

not just their dingy corner of

it. War or peace, the people

decide. And who would there be to

fight if everyone is united in one

global community.

JAKE

Global community? People would

never go for this.

JI-HU

People? Governments would never. No

one with power ever lets go

willingly. Why wouldn’t people want

the power. History is filled with

revolutions. People taking back the

power from bloated politicians.

Consider this a digital revolution.

Wars with guns will soon be as

(MORE)
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JI-HU (cont’d)
outdated as siege weapons. Castles

gave way to cannons, cannons to

tanks, airplanes, missiles, and all

of them will be undone by the click

of a mouse. The network of

liberators is growing. And now with

the cars, we have access to even

the most secure local networks. We

will cripple the governments’

ability to hide, to have secrets,

to have power... over people. We

finally have what we need to tip

the scales toward real freedom.

Jake looks deep in thought. Ji-Hu directs his attention in

another room. It’s filled with young people, all busily

typing away on computers.

JI-HU

They come to me, as they hear about

what we are doing. Whispers

messages, traces of news online.

Somehow they find us. They want to

write code, they want to drive, to

do anything to be a part of

something. Some of them cant handle

the jump and even die for this.

JAKE

How can you ask people to die?!

JI-HU

We all die. The question is whether

you die for something. I don’t ask

anyone to die, I offer them a

chance to live for something.

JAKE

But

JI-HU

Your friends can join us, just like

you will. There is no opposing

this.

Ji-Hu waves his hands to the ether.

JI-HU

Were you to kill me, destroy this

place... you would only make the

cause stronger. We’d have more

recruits, more programmers. More

(MORE)
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JI-HU (cont’d)
drivers. You can’t kill an idea,

and each attempted assassination

only makes the idea stronger,

recruiting more followers. A

network can’t be defeated. It only

grows. So the question is, when

will you join?

Jake thinks for a moment, leaning back against the wall.

Ji-Hu leans his hand behind his back, posturing in a way to

give Jake more space.

JI-HU

Besides if you say no, we’ll just

kill you.

Ji-Hu’s hand wrap around the gun hidden in the back of his

pant waist.

Jake’s face drops.

JI-HU

I’m joking. We can have fun still

can’t we?

JAKE

Fuck the police. Show me more.

Ji-Hu shifts his hand from the gun to gesture leading the

way further down the hallway.

INT. ENEMY HANGAR - NIGHT

Ji-Hu walks Jake through a hallway like a guide. He turns

down a cooridor which starts to open up. A massive rusted

metal door bars the way. Ji-Hu flips a metal lever and the

clanking of chains slides the door upwards. It’s suprisingly

physical and gritty for such a digitally focused villain.

It’s clear they don’t have a sleek infrastructure. No

digital operating system with cool sliding infographics

here.

JI-HU

You’d think everything would be

wired to computers opening at the

touch of a button. It’s not for a

lack of funds. The market for...

Ji-Hu pauses searchinf for the word.
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JI-HU

programs... we sell is growing

exponentially.

Jake runs his finger along the side of the doorway.

JI-HU

We’ve found an advantage to keeping

things a bit archaic. Ironically it

provides more defense against cyber

attacks.

JAKE

(cocky smile)

Anyone just needs a pair of bolt

cutters then.

Ji-Hu returns the look, then flicks a switch turning on the

lights. They flick on one by one stretching down a gigantic

tunnel. Concrete piping near a mile in length is

illuminated. The diameter of the hole is big enough to fit a

semi truck. The bottom of the tunnel has two tire sized

ruts.

JI-HU

This is our track. The walls are

charged with enough of Earth’s

natural magnetic metals that we

don’t even have to electrify

anything. Nothing "turns on"...

Once the cars enter the tunnel

they’re as good as gone.

There is another large warehouse sized door on the opposite

side of the track. Ji-Hu motions toward it.

JI-HU

I met James in a bar in Amsterdam

of all places. It’s the last time I

recall being drunk if truth be

told. I spilled my thoughts about

developments I was a part of with

DARPA the year before. He listened

quietly with that stone face of

his. I was naiive even then.

Ji-Hu flips a lever opening the next door.

JI-HU

The next day James found me, and

told me he had something he thought

I would be interested in.
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They walk into the room. It’s a giant garage filled with Hot

Wheels cars. Some of the cars seem less polished. Some are

damaged. There are mechanics welding new cars together in

the background. It’s clear this is both the production and

storage facility for the cars.

JI-HU

James had tracked down a

decommisioned car several years

after the US program dissapeared.

He showed me, sharing his own

experiences with Darpa. I became

fascinated with the idea of it all.

It was all I could think about or

talk about for a time. It was

intoxicating for me. We began to

recreate our own program some

twenty years ago.

He motions around the room.

JI-HU

And here we are.

JAKE

He told you about a top secret

program? Isn’t that treason?

JI-HU

Alexandre Dumas once wrote, "The

difference between treason and

patriotism is only a matter of

dates." He was refering to

Napolean. Before being a famed

conqueror he was imprisoned on an

island for "treason." Take your

George Washington for example. A

rebel turned president. It’s only a

matter of time till what might be

seen as treason becomes the seeds

of rebellion. A rebellion resulting

in a world without need for future

rebellions. No more top secret, no

more treason, no more emperors.

JAKE

Sure.

Jake begins to trail off at the tail end of the monologue,

his focus shifting to the room filled with cars - his vice,

and inescapable passion. Jake inspects several of the cars,

looking at the trunk, wheels, inside the cabin.
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JAKE

Where are the weapons?

JI-HU

Weapons? Do you recall us shooting

at you... no. No weapons in the

cars. All of our attacks are

coordinated cyber attacks that

strike at the real culprits hiding

behind the ranks of gun toters. We

like to minimize the casualties of

thoughtless soilders, pawns, people

like yourself. That’s who we are

liberating.

Jake raises his eyebrows skeptically.

JI-HU

We jump in, install the virus and

get out of there. We strike at the

man behind the wall, not the wall

itself. The cars are nothing more

than getaway vehicles. They’ve been

ideal for that... until your

little racially inclusive group of

trigger happy wannabes showed up.

He pauses to let it all sink in.

JI-HU

You’ve killed a lot of our drivers.

Jake looks at the around trying to avoid the acusation as he

wrestles with the truth behind it.

JI-HU

Why fight, with your abilities you

can outrun conflict. Just as James

has done for us many times.

James looks up from some adjustments he makes on one of the

cars at the mention of his name. He walks over.

JAMES

That one should suit you.

He points to the one car in the room that outshines all the

others. A magnetic gray Lamborghini sits low to the ground.

There’s dark blue lines trimming the curves in the metal.

This car outdoes everything we’ve seen thus far. In short,

this is THE car.
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JI-HU

Why not have our fastest driver in

our fastest car.

Ji-Hu puts one hand on Jakes shoulder offering him the gift

as the final step in transformation.

Jake reaches for the door handle, unable to resist. If fast

cars are his kryptonite, this vehicle contains a lethal

dose.

Jake opens the car, getting in.

JI-HU

Take it for a spin. James will

accompany you.

James winks at Jake, then wipes his hands on a rag, reaching

for a pair of driving gloves.

JI-HU

Im afraid I don’t have the skill

for this part of the game.

Ji-Hu salutes them mockingly and walks out. Jake traces his

exit with his eyes before refocusing on the gleaming

dashboard.

James approaches a small control room on the wall just the

other side of the giant track. The room is filled with

Computers and protuding connections. A young man nods at the

exchange of a few foreign words from James.

James walks back, getting into an similarly sexy car and

nods to Jake.

JAMES

Start her up.

As the lights turn on to the roar of the engine the car

appears devilish.

JAMES

Drive onto the track when your

ready.

James starts his car to punctiate his sentence, turning it

from a command into a challenge.

JAKE

That’s it?
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James shakes his head, not a friend to hand holding, and

drives past Jake through the doorway and into the pipe. His

car disappears with a bang.

Jake looks over the car one more time, then accelerates

slowly through the garage and into the pipe.

The second he rolls into the track, his wheels lock into the

ruts, his head slams into the back of the headrest and he’s

off with a bang before he can even take a breath.

EXT. CHINA - NIGHT

Open on the Great Wall of China. It’s empty in the

moonlight. The air compresses, then a giant boom erupts and

we see Jake’s new car burst through the air atop the wall.

Jame’s car sits waiting.

JAKE

Shall we?

James responds by revving his engine.

Jake accelerates past James on the ancient stone.

James pulls up behind and taps him in the back. It’s on.

Jake shifts up and shoots around a guard tower. He’s not

about to let himself get passed. This new car is lightning

quick.

James gets left behind. It seems like a comeback is

hopeless. Jake slams on the e-brake and pulls a 180. James

continues accelerating towards him. Jake looks nervous.

Clearly a head on collision is not ideal. James hits a

stairway just to the right of Jake and flips a barrel roll

over his car. Taking the lead, James slams on the

acceleration, sending smoke out from under his wheels, he

quite literally leaves Jake in the dust.

Jake laughs, then spins his car back around, accelerating in

pursuit.

JAMES

Your dad did more of this kind of

shit than anyone else.

From far away, we see the two cars race along the top of the

wall. They zoom through the landscape.

Jake is caught off gaurd by the sentiment.
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JAKE

Stevens said the same thing...

JAMES

Stevens? That priss is still

around?

JAKE

What’s wrong with Stevens?

JAMES

I’ve never seen anyone take their

job so serious.

JAKE

(trailing off)

Serious?

JAMES

That guy really believed we were

saving the world.

JAKE

You didn’t.

Pause.

JAMES

I believed there was no other

feeling like driving.

Jake catches back up and drifts behind. There’s a slightly

wider spot up ahead. Jake sees his moment. He shifts, turns

wide, then launches out like a rocket.

JAKE

What did my father believe.

JAMES

Who knows, he’s dead.

JAKE

But you believe everything Jim

says.

JAMES

haha

JAKE

What?
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JAMES

You calling him Jim.

James slides over keeping Jake from passing.

JAMES

I believe in whatever lets me do

this.

James does a 180 flipping around to face Jake. Jake slams on

his brakes, the nose of his car stopping just before James.

They stare at each other face to face.

JAMES

Fuck the world. In here. In these

cars. You’re the only one that

matters.

The air sucks out of the scene. Everything pinches. Then

poof, they’re gone. Leaving the Great Wall of China a

goodbye sonic boom.

INT. ENEMY HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT

The two cars launch into the tube slowing to a complete stop

as at the entrance to the piped track.

The cars pull into the garage, and Jake hops out.

JAKE

Did you just control the pull?

JAMES

Yes.

JAKE

How?

JAMES

(angry)

Does it matter?

James tosses his gloves into the drivers seat. His neck

spasms. There appears to be something wrong. He tries to get

through another twich out of his back. It’s clear the years

of increase magnetic field pressure from the push and pull

have taken a toll on his body.

James temper resolves, in a forgiving tone James offers an

excuse.
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JAMES

I’m old.

He walks out of the room.

James waves at some clueless mechanic standing on the main

floor.

JAMES

(to henchman)

Show him to a room.

Slighly unsure of his new responsibility the man offers a

nod in the form of a salute then approaches Jake.

Jake follows his guide into the hallway. He’s taken down a

set of stairs and down another hallway. Dirty concrete, with

exposed light bulbs. With reused wood on the floor, the

neglected effect is almost modern in style.

Jake tries his best to track his surroundings so he can find

his own way around. The man opens a door and motions that

this is the place. Jake nods thank you, then waits for the

man to pass.

The room isn’t bad. A step up from where he woke up before.

It still seems a bit like bleak living conditions with the

uncomfortable feeling of imprisonment. Anxious, Jake checks

to make sure his escort is out of view, then takes off down

the hallway. Curiosity takes him back down the hallway

finding more of the same.

Jake stops. He leans up close to the wall. A bloody mark is

left outside one of the doors. Intrigued, yet tentative Jake

pushes open the door.

The door slides open to reveal a fairly empty concrete box

with nothing more than a mattress and chair like his first

room. There is a lump in the far corner. Jake walks over

slowly. As he gets close, he realizes its a person. He gets

closer.

It’s Amy.

JAKE

Amy?

She looks up. She looks terrible. Her face is scratched.

She’s in the same clothes she took off in. Her underwear is

stained red and she hides under her jacket like a

cloak. It’s all too obvious what’s happened to here.

Jake slumps to the ground next to her.
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AMY

Jake?

Her voice is cracked and horse. She’s been screaming. She

crawls over to him and lays into his lap. No words. She

nestles her head and grabs him. We see several silent tears

steam down her cheeks.

Jake is speechless. He looks across the room seeing her

gloves tossed in the corner. Several other blood spots

scatter the room.

They sit in silence for a long time. Amy burrows further

into Jake’s lap looking for safety.

AMY

How did you find me?

Jake is silent.

AMY

They killed Dan.

Jake’s eyes turn red with anger and sadness all blurred

together. This news. Amy. His own naivete.

AMY

I think they’re going to kill me

too.

She looks down at her bruised legs.

AMY

I tried to fight.

Another tear. Jake strokes her hair wordlessly. Pain in his

face.

JAKE

We should go.

Jake helps her to her feet. He pulls her arms through her

jacket and zips it. He holds her up and they cross the room.

He scoops up the gloves and puts them in his back pocket.

INT. ENEMY HANGAR - NIGHT

They walk, arms around each other, down the hallway out up

to the giant garage door preceding the track. Jake opens the

door and they stumble through the entrance. Jake opens the

lever of the next giant door. Leaving it open behind him.

The base is oddly empty, but Jake takes no notice.
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The garage is relatively empty. Jake leans Amy on his new

car.

Ji-Hu walks in followed by another dude.

JI-HU

What are you doing Jake?

JAKE

(to Amy)

Wait here.

Jake walks up to Ji-Hu.

JI-HU

Leaving you alone was a bit

careless.

Anger boils over onto Jake’s expressions.

JAKE

You lied to me.

JI-HU

No. I told you that you were the

only one left behind... her, we had

to take by force. She was offered

everything you were, but she

resisted

Jakes cuts him off. The anger in his face portraying his

feeling of betrayal.

JAKE

So you Raped her?

Jake walks closer.

JI-HU

I took no part. Who am I to rule?

They voted. They acted. They all

wanted her.

Ji-Hu starts to get angry.

JI-HU

Look at you judging. You want her

just the same. You’re just more

patient, but you are no different.

Neither is she. You think your

government would protect her, but

if she was born poor your

government would make her a whore.

Each man determines his own
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Jake punches Ji-Hu in the face cutting off his idealist

rant.

Jake hits him right in the lower jaw and Ji-Hu crumples to

the floor.

The guy behind Ji-Hu rushes forward. Jake lunges at him. The

man deflects the blow. Jake dodges a throw, kicks the man in

the kneecap, and as the man lowers Jake punches him in the

face. He goes down.

Jake rushes over to the control room. He stares at the

various computer screens. He sees "Peking China" written in

a line of code. Jake touches the screen and enters in

"Detroit, Michigan." He presses enter and we hear the

computer processes thinking.

Jake rushes over to Amy, opening the door for her. She talks

as she gets in.

AMY

Wont they know where we are going?

JAKE

It’s a big city.

AMY

Where did you learn how to fight?

Jake pauses as he steps into the car.

JAKE

Can you just accept that there’s a

lot you don’t know about me, and we

should just focusing on not dying

right now?

AMY

No.

JAKE

You know those nerdy kids whose

parents let take karate?

AMY

You knew him?

JAKE

No! I just met him. He’s just...

He’s just another asshole.

Jake gets into buckles his seatbelt and shuts his door,

looking at Amy. She still doesn’t seem satisfied.
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JAKE

My mother dropped me off for karate

classes cause it was the same price

as daycare. I kept practicing when

I got older. I never knew my dad. I

don’t trust anyone. My favorite

color is blue, and I’m scared of

snakes.

Amy cracks a smile, but after a second her voice cracks, and

she stops from pain.

Jake takes that as acceptance. He starts the car.

AMY

We’re stealing a car? Do you even

know how to drive it?

Jake shifts into gear.

JAKE

Actually... it’s mine.

Jake accelerates around the corner, through the doorway and

into the track.

Jake pauses for a moment to think. He grabs the glove from

his pocket aims his fore finger at the tunnel and targets

it.

After a moment, the car dissapears with a boom.

Camera pans back to see Ji-Hu laying on the ground. His eyes

open. A sinister look on his face.

EXT. DETROIT - NIGHT

Jake is flung onto a small road with a boom. The blast

shakes the nearby buildings. He enters the freeway. The few

other cars on the road stare. Everything pales in comparison

to Jakes ride. Jake cruises along the road.

Jake drives through the city. The calm of the night is a

welcome break from the tension a minute ago.

Jake quickly navigates his way to the abandoned warehouse.

The guards recognize their faces on the computer security

system and open the giant door.

Various teams all rush to the main floor as Jake drives

drive in. Technicians begin to look over the car.
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Jake stops and gets out. Stevens approaches him and gives

him a hug.

STEVENS

You alright?

He shrugs.

STEVENS

Look. Take a few. We’ll talk about

all this later. I just need to know

if that target you lit was the

enemy location? We can pull the

target from the drones OS and have

a cruise ship within missile range

in the next couple minutes. But we

need to be absolutely sure.

JAKE

It was their base.

Tito and Lin walk up. They look at each other for a silent

moment.

A medic jogs to the car followed by several others nurses.

They pull Amy out.

AMY

Jake!

He walks over to her.

JAKE

It’ll be okay.

One of the technicians appears from underneath the car

holding a small device with a flashing red light.

TECHNICIAN

What’s this?

JAKE

Shit.

All of the sudden a sinister looking car bursts into the

room, slowing on the track.

The medics rush to get Amy out.

AMY

No!

She grabs for Jake as they pull her away.
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Another car warps in behind. Then another. Then another.

Stevens draws his pistol.

Tito sprints off towards his car. Stevens taps his watch.

His voice booms.

STEVENS

Call them in.

Lin runs up to the control tower bounding up the stairs.

The first car is easy to recognize. James pulls his car to a

stop just in front of Jake. He gets out.

Stevens lets down his pistol as he cocks his head confused.

STEVENS

James?

James pulls out a demonic looking pistol and shoots Stevens

in the head. He turns toward Jake who is already shutting

the door and strapping into his car.

The bad cars pull in behind, and guys rush out everywhere.

Guns drawn.

Jake heads in reverse and pulls away the opposite direction

on the track. James gets into his car behind him.

Security guards appear firing rounds at the bad guys pouring

in. Men are shot on both sides.

More cars warp onto the track. The last car that pushes in

is engulfed in flames. It slides on the track then explodes.

No more cars follow.

Bad guys continue to get out of their cars shooting at

security, technicians, anyone they can find.

It’s chaos.

Ji-Hu gets out of one of the cars shooting several security

men running into the fray.

Tito comes flying in, knocking Ji-Hu’s car away from him.

The guys taking cover behind the car are smashed between the

car and the side of the track. Tito, pulls around as gun

shots ping off his car. Several enemy vehicles jump back

into their cars in pursuit.

The bad guys fire, making their way towards the control

tower.
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CUT TO:

Jake pulls out front on the track. The headlights of Jame’s

car beam down on him. His voice comes through on the speaker

in his car.

JAMES

Are you still having fun?

Jame’s voice is interrupted as he is rear ended. His car

lurches forward.

Tito pulls alongside, hitting into the broadside of his car.

Jake slams on his brakes letting them both fly past him. The

back of his car smashes into one of the enemy cars in

pursuit. The other two cars hit e-brakes turning back to

face Jake. Jake accelerates through the middle of the cars.

CUT TO:

Ji-Hu directs a detachment of guys to stand guard near the

cluster of cars on the track. The rest of the gang makes

their way toward the control tower. The guy next to him gets

shot in the chest and falls off the stairs. They fire back.

An exchange of gunfire.

It’s clear Ji-Hu’s army is diminishing, but so is the DARPA

security. The last couple have retreated behind the control

room door.

CUT TO:

Jake flies around the corner, leaving the cars behind him.

He pulls in on the other side of James and they sandwich his

car aiming him straight off a turn. Jake projects on his

intercom.

JAKE

Get the track on. Send us as far as

you can.

CUT TO:

Lin reaches the computers and begins to type. The glass

blows out. Bullets fly through the room. She hits the

ground.

Another security goes down. A grenade blows the door off its

hinges. One of Ji-Hu’s men is shot as he burst through room.

Ji-Hu holds him up as a shield taking bullets as he fires at

the remaining security. The last few men go down.
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Lin crawls from behind the console, taking cover at the end

of one of the rows.

Ji-Hu comes around the corner and raises his pistol at Lin.

Ji-Hu’s head explodes.

In the distance we see a reflection glare off a rifle scope.

Reinforcments have arrived.

Seals or SWAT or Rangers or some quick response team comes

into the control room blasting.

Lin pops up. She slides several images on the computer,

typing in new co-ordinates. The track electrifies and begins

to hum.

CUT TO:

One of the remaining bad guys on the ground hustles to get a

rocket launcher from the back of a car. One of the two guys

left covering his back is shot. He rushes his aim and fires

at the pile up of cars speeding along the track.

CUT TO:

A rocket slams into the track in front of Jake. All three

cars break apart, avoiding the fireball. Metal shards burst

into the air and clank off the cars. A chunk gets stuck in

Jake’s windshield. The track starts to crack. The pursuing

enemy cars pass around the explosion just before that

section of track crumbles into a giant hole.

Fully electrified now, the cars accelerate along the track

drastically. One by one all five cars push through the loop

leaving behind an orgy of rumbling blasts.

EXT. ANTARCTICA - DAY

Jake is thrust out onto ice. Everything is white. Peaks of

glaciers meet a crystal blue skyline. The area ahead is all

snow. The boom following Jake creates a giant snow sphere.

We hear ice crack.

Giant rooster tails of snow kick up as Jake shifts and

accelerates.

James, then Tito, and two remaining henchmen jump in behind.

Snow blasts everyone as if they appeared in a field of

landmines. The cars burst through the cloud of snow, right

behind Jake.
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Jake and Tito have done this before. They pull wide then

crisscross paths creating figure eights in the snow.

James pulls wide, while the other two cars bang into each

other trying to keep up. One of the cars spins out, clipping

Tito’s rear tire.

Tito slides wide, and Jake drifts around him in a tight

circle, swinging the tail of his car out to keep the other

car from slamming into Tito’s side.

Tito gets straight again just as the other car recovers from

its spin out.

James pulls across their trajectory. The ice groans. Off in

the distance we see snow fall from the top of a glacier.

Tito pulls up directly behind one of the enemy cars. James

is now perpendicular to their path. He pulls his gun through

the window and fires.

He hits his intended target, killing one of the henchmen.

The driver goes limp. The car spins sideways. Tito slams

into the car, his grill catches low under the other car. The

torque from Tito’s rear wheels flip his car over the downed

enemy and lands on the opposite side with his roof to the

snow. His car is upside down, out of commission. Snow flies

everywhere.

JAMES

Finally good for something.

Jake sees the two cars go down and yells out.

James sidles up along the driver side of the remaining enemy

car in pursuit of Jake. They drive a straight lines into the

snow.

James looks over at the henchmen driver. He rolls his eyes.

JAMES

(to himself)

What the hell.

James points his gun through his passenger side window and

fires at the henchman. We see his neck snap and blood

splatter through the broken windows. The last henchman car

slides out, hits a chunk of ice, and flips up in the air in

a giant barrel roll. Snow flies off with each rotation.

Jake just watched James take out these two guys. He’s

speechless. Did James turn good? Is he crazy? Jake’s mind

races.
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JAMES

Some people can’t help but be in

the way.

James looks over at Jake targeting the criticism at him as

well. He slams into the back of Jake’s car. Jake swerves off

and accelerates. The two cars draw a giant arc in the snow.

JAMES

Now you can die like your father.

Jake takes a deep breath maintaining his composure.

JAMES

I took his car out the night before

the explosion. No one knew. I

damaged it on the pull and didn’t

say anything. He was so fucking

entitled.

James pulls wide and slides his wheel over trying to

sideswipe Jake’s car, Jake accelerates away just in time.

JAMES

No one is invinceable.

James slams his wheel over and this time makes contact with

Jake’s car.

JAMES

You don’t have to pretend. No one

else is here. You can give up. Like

I told you, we can control the

pull. Just tap the button to the

right of your shift nob and it’ll

take you home.

Jake looks, and sees a covered button next to his stick. He

flips off the cover to see a button labeled with some Korean

characters.

JAMES

You can pull out any time you

want... You can just disappear...

push it... quit...

James pulls up to his side and looks over. A split second of

eye contact, he sees Jake is not about to give up.

Jake’s anger shows. He turns and rams into James car. James

flings wide from the impact.

Jake slides wide and accelerates at his broad side. James

dodges away and pulls ahead.
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JAKE

And be just like you?

James pulls up and scrapes the side of James car. They close

in on the outskirts of the massive island. Haggard icy

shores ahead meet glacier peaks.

JAMES

Kill me and you will be just like

me.

The words ring out like a curse, their lingering haunt

painted on Jake’s face in a shadow.

Snow splatters into view. More cracks in the ice. Up ahead

and to the left a peak splinters and part of the massive

mountain slides downhill like a spike. The ice shard pierces

the surface of the thin outer ice layer.

The cars break apart as a crack appears between them in the

ice. A giant wave spreads out into the ocean. A ripple is

sent backwards throwing snow and ice up in the air.

Jake slams on the brakes as a new edge along the ice is

drawn just to his right.

James sees the growing ravine between them. He spins the

wheel, angling the car across the water at Jake, then slams

on the accelerator. Wheels spin. He heads straight for Jake

to push him off the edge of the iceberg. The torque from the

wheels spins so quickly that his car skims across the water

in between them.

Jake spins his car, realizing he’s about to be knocked off

the edge of the ice. He accelerates heading straight for

James.

The two cars collide head on. It’s like two billy

goats butting heads for right to be king of the mountain.

We see James fling forward and crack his head on the

windshield. His car is stopped. Without speed, his car sinks

through the thin layer of ice.

Jake watches, disgusted. James disappears below the ice. We

see the car sinking slowly. The headlights shut off and

everything goes black.

Jake closes his eyes for a moment. He scans around, seeing

the world around him collapsing. He flicks open the switch

to the right of the shift nob to engage the pull. He presses

the button.

His seat ejects. It was a trick.
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Jake flies up in the air. His face turns white. It’s sub

freezing temperatures and he does not have proper clothes

on. High in the air, his parachute deploys.

All his suppressed anger from years of bottling burst. He

yells at the top of his lungs.

His curses are drowned out by the crash of another glacier

into the ice.

Jake can feel his peril as the sweat freezes on his skin.

He knows he has to get back to his car before it warps out

or he’s dead.

Suspense.

Jake throws his weight to towards the car, trying to angle

the parachute to land on the floating ice chunk his car is

on.

He lands on the corner of the iceberg. Snow blasts his face.

He grabs to hold on the ice, but the parachute catches a

gust of air pulling him toward the edge. Toward the ice cold

watery abyss. Jake struggles to unbuckle from the seat and

rid himself of the parachute. The metal button is stiff from

cold. Combined with the pressure from the dragging shoot, it

won’t budge. Jake is dragged along the ice - just feet from

the edge. Finally, the icy metal clasp gives. Freed from the

chair, Jake lunges forward grasping onto the last bit of

ice.

He starts running towards the car. He slows as he gets

closer. His legs lock up from the cold. As he closes in his

legs barely move. He falls to his chest pulling himself with

his arms. One over the other.

The air pinches.

JAKE

No!

In a flicker of light the car disappears.

Jake turns on his back. A tear falls from his eye and

freezes on his cheek. He lays back, feeling his body turn to

glass. He looks up at the sky waiting for death.

A sonic boom. Snow kicks up in the distance. Tito’s car

blazes along the ice headed toward Jake.

The car skims across the thin ice and slides to a stop on

the giant iceberg next to Jake.
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Jake looks up, barely able to move. Amy gets out of the car.

She’s dressed in a heavy jacket with a furred hood. Even

with a few scratches on her face, she’s never looked better.

She pulls him into the car.

She slams the doors shut behind him.

Jake stares at her as the heat of the car begins to thaw his

muscles.

The last bit of the iceberg breaks off and the car slowly

floats into the ocean.

AMY

Don’t leave me behind.

Jake manages to break out a smile from his icy cheeks. She

wraps her arms around him.

Amy leans her head down to his pressing the warmth of her

cheek to his cheek.

We see the car float off into the ocean.

Credits.

EXT. ENEMY BASE - DAY

The decimated enemy base smolders from the cruise ship

missiles that rained on it minutes early. A few small fires

spread along the concrete crater.

The base has been handsomely destroyed. Sigh of relief.

The air pinches. Light flashes. Jame’s car appears in the

middle of the ruin. Is he dead, is he alive?

A couple of adventurous teens approach the ruins. Attracted

to the car, they open the driver side door. Jame’s body

pours out with several hundred gallons of water. The kids

jump back. After a moment, curiosity urges them onward and

they sit in the car. One of the teens wraps his hands on the

wheel look forward as if to drive. The next round of

recruits has begun.

Fade out.


